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FOR three and a half years, I have
held the office of editor and presi-
dent. Such a dual identitv situa-
tion is obviously far from t-he ideal
and from the onset I agreed to
accept this joint office only for as
long as was necessary and until a
suitable candidate for one or the
other could be found.

During those years I have
endeavoured to discharge to the
best of my ability the role of presi-
dent. It is a task which I have
found harder and harder to fulfil
adequately as my professional
work has increased and my spells
of overseas travelling have become
more frequent.

Increasing health problems have
also prevented my being able to
attend to many of the matters of
the society which, as president,
should have received mv attention.

For these reasons I hive decided
that the time has come to cut back
the amount of time which I can be
expected to devote to the society
and so I must take this opportunity
of resigning as president.

I announced my intention of so
doing at the Summer Annual Gen-
eral Meeting and announced that
the committee had made a nomina-
tion for the new president, Mr
jon Gresham.

Concurrent with this, secretary
Reg Waylett, who has held office
for more than ten years and who
has laboured so hard and so long
for the benefit of the society,
announced that he must retire this
vear. Reg has been responsible for
building up the society to the posi-
tion which it holds today and his
stoic work will long be remem-
bered. His indefatigable spirit and
energy plus dedication to detarl
will be indeed hard qualities to
replace.

But, of course, the society con-
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tinues and, mutatis mutandis, this
is precisely what is happening. To
begin with, both Reg Waylett and
I decided that we would bid our
adieus at the October meeting in
London, so allowing time for our
successors to be appointed.

The taxing office of secretary has
been passed pro tem to Dr Peter
Whitehead who has the interest
and ability to continue on the tax-
ing work of Reg Waylett. More
important, he has the necessary
physical space plus secretarial
assistance vital to the smooth run-
ning of the society.

As with Dr Whitehead, the new
president, Jon Gresham, is a pro-
fessional man who is also a well-
known and respected society
member. I personally feel in no
doubt that he will lead us all to
the higher things that must lie
ahead.

At the Winter Meeting in
London this October, it is proposed
to call an Extraordinarv General
Meeting for the sole purpose of
accepting the resignations of my-
self and Reg Waylett, and approv-
ing the appointments of Mr
Gresham and Dr Whitehead which
have been made by the committee
under the powers assigned to them.
This same EGM will also be asked
to approve en bloc t h e re-
structured committee, details of
which appears on page 144.

While the editorial office of The
Music Bor remains unaltered as.
indeed, does its editor, the main
result of the new changes will be
that the executive of the society
will now be based in the North of
England. As advertisement man-
ager Arthur Heap was quick to
point out " most of the best people
come from up North .".

The policy of The Music Box
will remain unaltered and its goal
will still be to bring members all
over the world into the mechanical
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THE HELVETIA
most unusual Swiss disc ntusical box-

by Roger Vreeland

t"

strated great originality and highs technology. There was, for
example, Mermod's Stella with its right-angle comb arrange-
ment and sliding starwheels, there was B H Abrahams'
Britannia with its acoustic cabinet, the similarly-named but
quite different Polymnia and Polyhymnia with unusual
features, not to mention the Sirion with its shifting discs which
was probably a Mermod invention. And so when Hermann
Thorens wanted to produce an unusual disc musical box which
would not infringe German patents, Louis Hcissly came up with
an instrument which, although nothing unusual to look at,
concealed a mechanism so clever, so complicated and so subtle
that the word " unique " can safely be applied to its entire
principle of operation. Hiissly was granted American Patent
number 588,433 dated August 17, 1897, for the design, and
Thorens produced it under the name Helvetia and Edelweiss
for a time before reverting to a conventional and less complex
system for later models. For the Helvetia and Edelweiss early
examples were not just lever-pluckers, but were disc-orientated
rocking lever-pluckers. Here Roger Vreeland describes an
example in the Hughes Ryder collection. The pictures are all
by Steve Ryder

THE Helvetia is a Swiss-made
disc musical box of superb quality.
Resonance and musical arrange-
ments are outstanding but our
present interest centers around its
unique mechanism. Although the
manufacturer, Thorens of S t e
Croix, produced disc boxes of

more conventional type, the
Helvetia we have examined and
photographed is a large lever-
plucker in which the combs are
plucked by levers instead of the
more usual starwheels. The levers,
though, operate on a complicated
and unique system.

This Helvetia is a large upright
machine playing its discs in the
vertical position but for the sake
of directional clarity (i.e., " up ",
" down ", &c) we will regard it as
a table-type model with the disc
in the horizontal plane. The unit
has two combs each of 85 teeth,
plus six hemispherical bells. The
two center bells play together,
their strikers being activated by the
same lever. The length of each
comb is 23.3cm. The comb to the
left side of the center (where the
starwheels might normally be
found in a conventional disc-
playing mechanism) we will term
comb "A". This one is plucked
upwards. The comb to the right we
will call comb " B ": this one is
plucked downwards.

Summary of operation
It will be helpful at this stage to

describe, initially in an elementary
way, some of the salient points of
construction and operation. After
this introduction, we will proceed
with a detailed explanation.

The Helvetia disc has no projec-
tions of any kind and is punched
with plain (i.e., flangeless or
tabless) perforations only. The key
to its lever operation is the unique
and precise shape of this perfora-
tion which can be seen in the
photographs and is shown in the

Above left: The complete Helvetia showing its unadorned and conventional appearance. Centre: The inside
showing the oddly proportioned motor. Right: Detail of the bedplate showing apparent oft-centre arrangement
of pluckers. The penguin-wings support rollers to distribute the bell strikers.
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dimensioned sketch. The square
end of the perforation is the lead-
ing end: the angled end is the
trailing end. Note also that the
longest side of the perforation is
towards the center of the disc.

f_ , ". __*]

The illustrations also show the
many idler wheels on the disc pres-
sure bar: these are brass wheeis
one centimeter in diameter and
spaced just l.35cm apart. Note
also in the pictures the bar which
runs above the tips of comb "A"
from end to end. The disc, pass-
ing between this bar and the idler
wheels on the pressure arm is kept
in the precise plane for proper
operation of the comb-plucking
levers.

Levers for plucking
As you will have detected, the

Helvetia substitutes levers for the
starwheels usually found in disc
musical boxes. To a novice, the
double comb assemblv with its
plucking devices may seem quite
similar to a double comb Regina.
for example, with one comb set
low, one comb set high and with
the lever assembly in the position
usually occupied by the row of
starwheels. In the double-comb
Regina, one star-wheel simultane-
ously plucks two teeth, one from
each comb. Similarly, in the
Helvetia, one lever plucks tlvo
teeth at the same instant-one
from each comb.

Look at the drawing of this
lever and notice that the shape of
this cam, which is mounted on an
axis, has three primary projections

or arms. One of them, point " a ",
projects to the left and plucks
comb "A". Another of them, point
" b " projects to the right and
plucks comb " B ". Between these
two is a third protruberance, " c ",
which is the main operating part
of the whole system, since this is
the one acted upon by the disc
and its perforations.

The lever or cam moves enough
axially to permit plucking of the
combs by ooints "a" and "b ". In
addition to this axial movement,
the cam can also rock or skew side-
ways. This permits a plucking
point, once it has plucked its tooth,
to move to the side of the tooth
tip and return to its original posi-
tion beneath the tooth tip without
touching the tip and interfering
with its vibration.

Damping in the Helvetia is
accomplished by two lengths of flat
damper wire which are approxi-
mately one millimeter wide. These
are attached to opposite sides and
opposite surfaces of each lever or
cam. One damper wire lies along
the side of each plucking point,
and the lateral rocking of the lever
allows the damper to be presented
to the tooth in the proper sequence.

Simply put, the sequence of
operation of each lever is as
follows. With no perforation
present, the disc presses down on
lobe "c". Plucking points "a"

The special
plucking cam,
below, is
depicted right in
the three
positions of
operation. Note
how it is
allowed to skew
sideways in its
rotational travel.

and " b " are clear of the tooth tips
as are the dampers. When a
perforation arrives, lobe "c" flies
through it, and both dampers are
applied to their respective teeth

oints pass
tips. The

:"*'!;;3;
ways, moving the dampers away
from the tooth tips and present-
ing the plucking points " a " and
" b " in the proper position for
plucking. As the perforation
passes, the instant the solid flat

First impressions
Invariably a person first seeing a

Helvetia operate presupposes that
the combs are plucked the instant
the -lev.ers fly through the perfora-
tions. This is not so for, as can be
appreciated from the foregoing, the
presence of a disc perforation only
Drepares the comb and lever for
plucking, first damping the teeth
and then positioning the plucking
points for plucking. The tbeth are
actually plucked the instant after
the perforation has passed lobe
the perforation passes lobe " c ".

During the playing of a disc, the
levers are all maintained in a flexed

Dry! 'b' PlucbB Flnt 'b'

PGl{on XMbr h6 - plucH4 FInb
d d4c .E c]€E of hS

in psluon, llwu4 piDg G
cl€u of teu - UryE d4

Po6ition Xu!b! tue - plrckiq
piiion, plnb
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dryE clE of lips
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position (that at the very begin-
ning of the operational sequence
described above) by the solid, flat
underside of the disc pressing down
on lobe "c" until a perforation in
the disc reaches it. Lobe " c " of
the lever then flies through the
perforation, being propelled by the
spring-loading of the lever itself.
The lever, then being free of con-
straint by the disc and the tension
of its own spring, assumes the
damping position which means that
the lever is slightly tilted or skewed
at an angle laterally. This places
plucking point " a " just to the
center-side of, and slightly below,
the level of its comb-tooth tip,
clearing it slightly, while its
damper " at " rests against the very
tip of the tooth and damps it. At
the same time, plucking point " b "
moves to a position where it is
just to the outside of, and slightly
above, the level of its comb-tooth
t i p , clearing it slightly, while
damper " b1 " rests against its
tooth tip, damping it.

Note once again that when the
lever is freed by its lobe " c " fly-
ing through a perforation, the lever
assumes a nosition in which its
plane is nof perpendicular to the
axis upon which all the levers are
mounted. It is slightly skewed or
at an angle to the axis so that its
opposite plucking points are to
one side of the tooth tip (this
affords an ingenious means of get-
ting the plucking points back into
the right position after playing and
dispenses with the longitudinally-
sprung levers of other machines in

Here the disc pressure bar is re-
leased and the T lever has set all
the plucking levers to the locked
position for disc-changing. Notice
the thin disc pressure rollers.

this family or the sprung star-
wheels of the Stella - Ed). This
skewing or lateral rocking is per-
mitted by the shape of the pas-
sages sliced through the mounting
bar or gantry. These resultant
spacers are not straight cuts which
would afford uniform bearing on
both sides of the lever. If you look
closely at the photographs you will
see that these locating slices are
stepped or cut away except at the
very point of the supporting axis.
This loose, almost rattle-type fit
permits the skewing or sideways
rocking of the levers.

How and why they skew

In one of the pictures it will be
seen that all the levers are in the
damping position which, as already
indicated, is the position assumed
by the lever when lobe " c " is
freed by a disc perforation. Each
plucking point " a " is just to the
center-side of, and just below the
level of the tooth tip, clearing it
slightly, while its damper rests
against the tooth tip. Each pluck-
ing point " b " is just to the out-
side of, and just above the level

of its tooth tip, clearing it slightly,
while its damper rests against the
tooth tip, damping it.

Since in this initial position, the
plane of the lever is perpendicular
to its axis, one may ask why the
plane has become skewed relative
to the axis in the next position.
Now not having had time to dis-
mantle and examine the mechan-
ism, we may probably assume that
the skewing is the result of one or
more of four factors : (l) the free-
ing of the lever by the disc per-
foration; (2) some force yet exerted
by the spring (which may or may
not exert its pull off-center); (3
and 4) the slight forces exerted at
either end of the lever by the flat-
sectioned wire dampers pressing
against the tooth tips.

As the disc continues to turn
(incidentally the example examined
in the Hughes Ryder collection
plays discs 56'6cm in diameter),
lobe " c " of the lever protrudes
through the disc perforation and
plucking points "a" and "b" and
their dampers assume the positions
described above. Suddenly, the
angled trailing edge of the perfora-

The position of the rocking levers relative to the teeth of the comb can
be seen in these pictures. In picture 2, viewed straight on to the levers,
they can be seen skewed in the ready-to-play position, visible in the
oblique views I and 3. The lever locking rail is seen in 4. In 6 the position
of the lower plucking points and danpers is visible. View 6 clearly shows
how the levers are aligned between the tooth tips and in 7 the tips of the
levers are seen in the process of skewing as viewed at the pressure bar.
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tion reaches lobe " c " and this
an!,led edge of the metal impinges
upon the lobe. This forces lobe
" c " to move inwards towards the
center of the disc at a high speed.
This in turn causes plucking point
" a " to move to a position directly
under its tooth tip in comb "A",
and plucking point " b " adopts a
similar position directly over its
tooth tio on comb " B ". Note that
they do not move into this position
until the very end of the disc
perforation reaches lobe " c ".

Then, the very end of thc
perforation reached, lobe "c" is
suddenly depressed by the flat
underside of t h e disc as the
perforation passes away. When
this happens, point " a " moves up
and sounds its tooth; point " b "
moves down and sounds its tooth.
After plucking, point "a" remains
above its tooth tip and, of course,
point " b " remains below its tooth
tip, both teeth remaining free to
vibrate until another disc perfora-
tion arrives to free lobe " c " and
bring the dampers into play again.

This completes the description
of the action of the levers during
the actual playing of a disc. How-
ever, we must note the mechanical
accommodation made for changing
the discs. We have noted how lobe

Top: The deep barrel-less spring
and bell rack. Centre: The goyer-
nor with Polyphon-type sprung
wings. Above: Disc pressure-bar is
pivotted below the T lever (bottom
left) to ensure engagement during
disc-changing.

Havin g that extra half

" c') flies through a perforation
when it arrives. Therefore. the
removal of the disc from the mach-
ine would free the lobes " c " of all
the levers, as though each had
flown through a perforation. This
is the maximum upward extension
of lobe " c " of course. As the
beginning of each disc is free of
perforations, it follows that at that
portion of the disc the levers must
all be in the initial position, i.e.,
flexed with all lobes " c " depres-
sed or held in their down position
by the flat underside of the disc.

Unless provision were made,
then, each time we put a disc in
position on the mechanism, we
would have to press it down firmly
enough to depress all the lobes
" c " for the entire length of the
lever gantry, then attempt to
secure the disc pressure bar in
position while keeping the levers
depressed.

Automatic retraction
In order to avoid this, provision

was made for the automatic retrac-
tion or depression of all levers
during the changing of the discs.
Look at the photographs and you
will see a double-grip handle
located between the two center
bells. When the disc pressure bar
is released from the center post
about which the disc pivots, and
lowered for removal of the disc, it
presses against the right-hand
knob of this handle, pushing the
handle down. The other end of
this handle is connected with a flat
steel rod which extends the entire
length of the plucking lever assem-

Winding keys
form a little-con-
sidered aspect of
the musical box.
They are often
things of great
beauty in them-
selves, well-forged
and nicely fin-
ished. Their sizes
are always in-
dicated by a num-
ber on the stem
below the box.
The higher the
number the big-
ger the key. Re-
cently Christo -
pher Proudfoot
lound a Ducom-
mun Girod box
with an odd key

- L half size !
Has anybody seen
one before ?

bly and can be seen protruding
from the center end of t h i s
assembly in the photographs.

When the disc pressure bar
presses the handle down, the other
end of the handle moves this de-
pressing rod inward, toward the
center. This rod moves all the
levers axially so that all the lobe
" c " portions are retracted to the
stand-by position. The disc may
then be removed and replaced
easily.

After the fresh disc is put into
position and the disc pressure bar
secured to the center post, the
handle between the bells must be
lifted manually to release the levers
from the influence of the depress-
ing rod. They remain depressed,
of course, by the flat underside of
the disc, but they are now free to
operate when the perforations in
the disc so dictate.

We.may also note that when a
disc comes to a normal stop, at the
end of the music that is, the lever
assembly is covered and the levers
depressed by the blank section of
the disc so that when we move
the depressing rod assembly with
the idler arm, we are merely lock-
ing the levers in their already-
depressed position. An interesting
feature is that the operation of the
levers can be observed without the
need of a disc in position simply
by moving the handle to and fro.
As can be seen in the photographs,
in one the rod has depressed all
the levers while in another the
levers are all shown in their most
extended position 

- that of damp-
lng the teeth. O
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The Peerless Pneumatic Roll-
playing Organette by Roger Booty

The 20-note Peerless pneumatic organ. This particular instrument carries
the label of |ohn G Murdoch & Co Ltd, 9l and 93 Farringdon Road,
London, E C. This was the " IGM " of small musical movements found

in photograph albums.

THE " Peerless ", with its small
3fin wide twenty-note music, is a
fairly high-class instrument among
organettes, having as its inventor
and patentee, under the name of
the " Orchestrone ", one of the
founders of the industry in
America, Merritt Gally.

It will be seen from the sketch
of the operation of the " Peerless "
that it bears a resemblance to the
layout of a player piano valve
system. To back this up it is also
true that this organette is capable
of a quick repetition of notes due
partly to the very small amount of
air that has to be leaked by the
bleed to prevent the reed from
sounding after its desired time.
Although the normal type of bel-
Iows and pallet that is fitted to
the "Seraphone" and similar
organettes (see articles on pages
266 and 348 of Volume 5 of The
Music Box) is quick operating, the
pouch and valve system fitted
here is just that much faster and
allows the use of smaller holes
in the tracker bar, therefore allow-
ing the music roll and its holes
to be correspondingly narrower
and for the roll to travel at a
slower rate,

The fitting of the metal washer
to the pallet is merely to provide
weight to assist the valve to
return to its seating quickly after
the tracker bar hole has been
recovered. Because of the small
amount of air needed to make the

note sound and as the bellows are
the same size as those fitted to a
" Seraphone " the spill valve on the
reservoir is often in operation.
even when. as in the instrument I

examined, the bellows still have
their original rubber cloth covering.

The scale of the " Peerless " is
as follows :

G+CfDTFfG+AfC CfiD DfE F FfG G*A*C CfDfF
This is the same as the more
familiar 20-note organettes with
5lin wide music, " Celestina ",
" Seraphone ", etc.

Endless bands

The one drawback of this organ
is'the playing of endless bands. In
the " Seraphone ", the band is
held against the take up spool by a
sprung roller, but the " Peerless "
does not use this method. Firstly
the organ is stood on the edge of
a table, the band is put through a
slot in the case side, the take-up
spool is removed, fitted inside the
band and then replaced in its
usual position. The other end of
the band is now in a loop outside
the case and hanging below both
the organ case and table. Into
this loop is placed a metal spool
which provides sufficient tension in

THE OPMATION OF THE

PEERLESS PNEIJI.4ATIC ORGANETTts

Tracker bar --+

Wood-en val-ve, When
l-ifted via the
pouch and pal-let
air enters the organ
sounding the reed.

/ nrc.aMetal- washer fixed
to pal1et which in turn
is glued centralJ-y
ia {ho narrah
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The Peerless organ set on the edge
of a table ready for playing an
endless band.

the band for a grip to be made,
with the help of rubber bands,
between the endless band and the
take up spool. If you have aligned
everything correctly and placed
the band in the correct way (not
upside down !) you will hear sweet
muslc.

Members in the news . . .
O Frank Holland, founder of the Player
Piano Group, founder of the British
Piano Museum at Brentford, Middlesex,
and an Honorary Member of the
Musical Box Society of Great Britain,
was accorded a MBE (Member of the
Order of the British Ernpire) in the
Queen's Birthday l{onours List for ser-
vices to mechanical music. Frank Hol-
land this summer attended the ICON
(International Conference of Museums)
conference in Leipzig and while there
managed to visit the Hupfeld-Zimmer-
man piano factory wirere the famous
name of Hupfeld still appears on fall-
boads.

O Honours for Dwight Porter of Ran-
dolph, Vermont, with the news that
Holland's prestigious Nationaal Mus-
eum van Speelklok tot Pierement in
Utrecht has elected to have one of his
Regina-replica Porter disc musical
boxes in its musical box collection.
The Porter will take its place along-
side the many other mechanical musi-
cal instruments on display as an ex-
ample of the fact that musical box
craftsmanship is still with us.

O Just as we close for press comes news
that Richard C Simonton, friend ot
the late Edwin Welte since back in the
,1940s, and one of the men responsible
for rescuing the master piano rolls
from the old Welte premises after the
war, has died at his home in Toluca
Lake in California.

Simonton's story was told in the
booklet accompanying the " Welte
Legacy of Piano Treasures " record
album and was reprinted in David
Bowers' Encgclopedia of Automatic
Musical Instruments.

o

'Top : at the back is the upturned yalve board, in the circular holes at
the front it is just possible to make out the slots into which the reeds are
fitted. Above : the valve board is now screwed in place over the reed
openings. At the back is the upturned pouch board with the metal washer
weightedweighted pallets in position, note the staggered rows of the pouches. The
row of holes behind the valve board lines up with those in the pouch boardruw ul rrutEs rrrrllrtu rttc yatvc Doaru ltnes up wlln tnose ln Ine poucn Doaro
when assembled, to make the connection from the tracker bar. Below :
the pouch board is now screwed above the valve board. Note the neat
finish, far different from the Seraphone.

lt
.t
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Wri ttng, D r awing Auto mata and
others some key dates

by S H Sharpe
1709 |acques de Vaucalson born

at Grenoble on February
24th.

1720 Pierre ]aquet-Droz born at
La Chaux-de-Fonds, Swit-
zerland, on July 28th.

1724 Frederick von Knauss born
at Stuttgart, on April 7th.

1734 Wolfgang von Kempelen
born at Presburg, Hungary.

1737 Vaucanson finished the con-
struction of his Flute Player
Automaton.

1738 Vaucanson completed and
exhibited his automaton
Duck, and also exhibited
his Flute and Tambourine
Players.

1746 Jean Frederic Leschot born.
1748 Jean David Maillardet born

at Fontaines, near Val-de-
Ruz, Neuchatel.

1752 Henri - Louis |aquet - Droz
born, October l3th.

1753 Frederich von Knauss pre-
sented his first Writing
Figure in France, after
twenty years of experimen-
tal work.

1758 Von Knauss produced an
improved Writer. Both of
these automatons consisted
of an isolated hand which
traced the characters with
a rod.

1760 Von Knauss completed his
third Writing Automaton,
which was five feet high and
three feet wide. In 1767 it
was placed in the Gallery of
the Grand-Duchess of Flor-
ence. This writer used a
p€D, which it periodically
dipped in an inkwell. The
mechanism was contained
in a globe three feet in
diameter, on which sat a
figure only seven inches
high Exact details of^:f,he
mechanism never seem to
have been published. This
Writer became the property
of the Technisches Museum
fiir Industrie und Gewerbe,
at Vienna.

1762 Conus (Nicholas - Philippe
Ledric, 173l-1807) was ex-
hibiting at his room in the
Boulevard, Paris, an Arti-
ficial Hand which wrote the
thoughts of the audience.
This may have been the

In this tabular presentation,
S H Sharpe records some key
dates relating to writing and
drawing automata along with

othens.

automaton invented bv von
Knauss in 1758.

1770 Pierre Jaquet - Droz and
Jean-Frederic Leschot com-
pleted their first Writer.
Kempelen's Chess - Player
first exhibited at Presburg,
Hungary.

l77l Payen of Paris completed a
Writing Automaton which
represented cupid in a gar-
den. It used either a pen or
a pencil; was praised by
Vaucanson; and exhibited
before the King and Royal
Family at Paris in 1773.

1772 The Henri - Louis faquet-
Droz Designer completed.
It drew (l) The Head of
Louis XV; (2) The Head of
George III and Queen Char-
lotte of England; (3) A
Cupid; (4) A Dog. Later on
it executed portraits of
Louis XIV and Marie -

Antoinette.
1773 faquet - Droz's Musician

Automaton completed.
1774 First presentation of the

Droz - Leschot Writer, in
company with the Musician;
the Designer; and the
Grotto. Both the Writer and
Designer are described in
detail in Le Monde des
Automates.

1775 The Droz Automata \,vere
exhibited in Paris.

1776 Leonard Maelzel born at
Ratisbonne, Germany.
The Droz-Automati were
exhibited in London.

1783 Joseph Neussner wrote a
brochure called Detailed
explanations of a machine
capable of writing angthing,
and the manner of its con-
struction, Vienna, 22pp, 8
plates. The methods ex-
plained in this monograph
are fundamentallv the same
as von Knauss's and Droz's
automatons.

1782 Vaucanson died.
1782-87 Two " replicas " of the

Writer and Designer were

constructed bv Droz and
Leschot at G6neva. These
may have combined writing
and drawing in the same
figure. One of the figures ap-
pears to have gone to
China; while the other be-
came the property of Henri
Maillardet (brother of [en-David Maillardet), who
made extensive tours ex-
hibiting it.

1784 A replica of the Harnonium
Player (Musician) finished
by the Drozs.

1788 Publication of Decremps'
Codicille de lerome Sharp
in which a trick automaton-
writer \/as described,
Cremer copied a translation
of it into his Hankg Panky,
1875, p244. This writer was
worked by a pantograph
from under stage.

1789 Von Knauss died in Vienna.
The Drozs sold their auto-
mata to the brothers Gendre
of Madrid for 41,000 French
lire.

1790 Pierre faquet-Droz died at
Bienne.

l79l H-L |aquet-Droz died of
consumpuon.

1804 Kempelen died in Vienna.
1805 December 5th. Birth of Jean

Eugene Robert (Robert -
Houdin) at Blois.

1814 By this time Maillardet
seems to have modified his
Writer-Drawer by using a
much smaller figure; and
putting the works into the
pedestal on which it knelt
on one knee, instead of in
the figure itself. A contact-
rod probably passed up
through this knee to con-
nect the mechanism with
the figure's hand. La Bio-
graphie U nioer s elle ancienne
et moderne, Paris 1814, Vol
XIII, p39, says: "M Mail-
lardet has constructed at
London an automaton hav-
ing some resemblence to
that of [aquet-Droz, but
the mechanism is placed in
the part of the pedestal
which serves as a table; and
by making only the wrists
move and not the arms, he
has avoided some of the
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difficulties which Droz had' to overcome."
Whether this figure was the
Droz replica, re - designed
and simplified, I have been
unable to find out. Chapuis
and Gelis take the latter
view.

1825 The Droz automata were
exhibited in Paris, after
having been stored since
about l8l2 in the Chateau
de Matignon, near Bayonne.

1826 Maelzel took the Maillardet
automata to the USA, in-
cluding Writing and Draw-
ing figure, and Kempelen's
Chess Player.

1827 fFLeschotdied.
Schmidt was exhibiting a
Maillardet - type figure at
Hull.

1830 About this time the Droz
automata were acquired by
F Martin of Nantes. and H-L
Bourquin, of Villeret, who
repaired them and added
them to their " Museum of
Illusions " with which thev
toured the Continent. Bour-
qurn died; and between
1836 and 1838 his nephew
modified the Writer in
some details. He died in
1848. F Martin and his sons
continued to tour Austria,
Germany, and Denmark
with the automata.

1833 Schmidt left London for St
Petersburg with his Writing
and Drawing automaton,
which was probably a rep-
lica of Maillardet's.

1835 Robert-Houdin reconstruc-
ted Koppen's Componium,
which was a mechanical
orchestra. (What happened
to it afterwards ?).

1838 ]uly 2lst. Maelzel died en
route for Cuba (not at
Vienna in 1855, as stated in
Les Automates). ln Septem-
ber 1838 his automata were
sold by auction in Philadel-
phia, the Chess Player being
bought by fohn F Ohl, who
in turn sold it to Dr fohn
Kearsley Mitchell, who had
it reassembled and reno-
vated. It was eventually pre-
sented to the Chinese Mus-
eum in Philadelphia, which
was burnt down in 1854, the
Chess Player being destroyed
in the conflagration.

1839 - 1840 Vaucanson's Du ck
had first been exhibited in
1738, the inventor ,having
sold it to two promoters who
demonstrated it throughout
Europe. It subsequently
passed through the hands of

several owners; then into the
private collection of an ec-
centric German doctor,
Godfrey Christopher Beirais
of Helmstadt, where Goethe
and his son saw it in 1805,
".. defeathered and reduced
to a skeletal state ". " The
duck still ate his oats heart-
ily, but no longer digested
them."
After being lost sight of for
about thirty-five years, this
valuable duck was found in
Berlin in 1840 by a Swiss
showman-mechanician called
fohann Bartholomew Rech-
steiner. It had been deposi-
ted as security for a loan by
a Hungarian: a Professor
Dobler; who then disap-
peared. After a prolonged
search, Dobler was found in
Prague; and persuaded to
sell it. Reichsteiner spent
three-and-a-half years re-
pairing it, at a cost of ap-
proximately 3350 dollars.
After reconstruction it was
again presented to the pub-
lic in 18,t4 at Milan's fam-
ous La Scala Opera House.
Reichsteiner then spent an-
other three years creating
another automatic duck to
his own modified design. He
is said to have stored one
of these ducks in a barn;
and given the other to a
Leipzeg cafe proprietor in
1855 : who sold it to a man
called Bernus. Apparently

r2l

The most destructive thing which
can happen to a musical box is a
run. Makers sought ways of pre-
venting this from happening and
three well-known systems were
produced. One was the counter-
weighted ball used by Paillard,
seen here. Its operation is very
simple. A yoke-shaped bracket is
attached to the cylinder great
wheel and this carries a small pin-
ion. The axis of this pinion is of
large diameter and is bored to
provide a loose fit for a cross shaft
having on one end a steel ball and
on the other a balancing spring.
While the box is playing, this
assembly is slowly rotating but if
the endless screw is broken, the
surge of power at once speeds up
the pinion - and the weighted
shaft flies out and iams against one
o6;dro two proiecting arms seen in
the picture, so stopping the mech-
anism more or less at once.

neither duck has since been
seen !

Robert-Houdin gave a dif-
ferent story about the duck,
stating that it had been re-
stored by a man named
George Tiets; and exhibited
in a room at the Palais
Royal, Paris, in 1844. Hav-
ing been brought to Robert-
Houdin for repair at that
time, he discovered the
method used to imitate the
process of digestion. The
corn and water which had
been swallowed fell into a
box placed under the bird's
stomach, which was emptied
every three or four days.
Then bread-crumb, coloured
green, was expelled by a
force-pump, and carefully
caught on a silver salver, to
be shown as the result of
artificial digestion.
Robert-Houdin also stated
that he saw the Vaucanson
Chess Player in 1844, at the
house of a mechanician
named Cronier, at Belville,
near Paris; Cronier having
bought it from the heirs of
Maelzel, whom Robert-
Houdin mistakenly thought
had died on the way from
New York to France. How-
ever, this Chess Player must
have been either a replica
or a figment of his imagina-
tion : unless the original
was shipped to France and
back again before eventually

Making an emergency stop



being given to the Chinese
Museum at Philadelphia,
where it ended its davs in
smoke.

1840 Robert - Houdin's Writing
and Drawing Automaton,
which he called Sosia, com-
pleted after about eighteen
months'work in isolation at
Belville; and sold to Alfonse
Giroux for 5,000 francs. His
Nightingale Automaton,
which he also made before
returning to Paris, was sold
to a rich merchant in St
Petersburg for 2,000 francs.
In 1892 it was owned bv the
Grand Duke Cvrille.

| 8,14 Demonstration 
- of all Rob-

ert-Houdin's Automata, in-
cluding his \ilriting and
Drawing figure, at the Paris
Exhibition, the latter being
awarded a silver medal. It
had been borrowed from
Monsieur Giroux for this
purpose; and was bought by
the showman Barnum for
his American Museum. Be-
fore taking it there he ex-
hibited it in London in 18,t4.

1845 July 3rd. Robert - Houdin
opened his little magic
theatre in the Palais Royal,
Paris. His original intention

had been to exhibit his
Writing and Drawing auto-
maton between perform-
ances.

1848 During the revolution in
Prague, the cases contain-
ing the Droz automata were
used as barracades in the
street. They were saved by
Henri Martin, son of F
Martin.

1854 Fire at the Chinese Museum
in Philadelphia destroyed
Kempelen's Chess Player,
and damaged Maillardet's
Writer and Drawer, which
was rescued but then lost
sight of. It was later found
and repaired, and placed
on exhibition at the Frank-
lin Institute, Philadelphia.
When reconstructed, it
wrote : " Written by the
automaton of Maillardet ",
thus establishing the proof
of its inventor. It had pre-
viously been thought by
some to have been made bv
Maelzel.

1865 Barnum's Museum de-
stroyed by fire; and with it,
so it is thought, Robert-
Houdin's Writing and Draw-
ing automaton.

I87I Robert-Houdin was design-

ing new cams for his Writ-
and Drawing automaton hl-
most up to the time of his
death on ]une l3th 1871. So
was it really still in Bar-
num's Museum at the time
it was burnt down ? If it
was, Robert-Houdin must
surely have been aware of
the fact : in which case he
would hardly have been
working on new cams for it
six years later, unless he had
a replica. Could this master-
piece of his have been re-
turned to him for repair or
reconstruction some time
before the fire ? And is there
any possibility of finding
out unless, perhaps, there
are other references to the
subject in his unpublished
diaries, if they are still
available for researche.

1904 The Droz automata were
bought by M Carl Farfels, of
Berlin, from H Martin's
widow.

1906 M Marfels sold the Droz
automata to the Societ6
d'histoire du Canton de
Neuchatel for 75,000 francs.
They are still on exhibition,
in working order, at the
Mus6e d'Art at Histoire.

A Box of Rare Quality
THIS musical box is the property of Paul Zifr oI
Leeds and there is no question about its maker -F C Lecoultre. What is unusual, though, is the style
and arrangement of the box.

Unusual or, better perhaps, non-standard musical
boxes arose out of one of three reasons. The first was
the creation of a custom-made piece to special order
such as, for example, the Shah's musical box pictured
on page 127. The second was to create a master-
piece for an exhibition
countless references to
appointed pieces being
the Industrial Exhibiti

special piece would be as a commemorative piece as
a gift or favour.

beyond this lifts out to uncovel winding square and
controls.

The outside of the lid contains a mother-of-pearl
t_uneJist itemising the four pieces played on 

- this
three-revolution movement. The firsl tune is the
" Trio d'Elisabetha " (from Regina d Inghilterra of.

positions. The third reason for the creation of a
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l8l5) by Rossini played on one full turn. The second
is the " Overture to La Cenerrentola " (sic) by
Rossini (1817), again on one full turn. At this point,
a pin on the end of the cylinder situated half way
round the stop gully in the cylinder great wheel
withdraws below the level of the gully as the snail
change increases the distance between the cylinder
and the wheel. The next two tunes thus take up half
of one revolution allowing a stop between. The third
tune is the "Air No 3 in Il Pirata " by Bellini (1827)
and the fourth is the " Waltz inLa Gazzra Ladra " by
Rossini (also l8l7).

The comb has l4l teeth, the extreme bass one being
almost twice as wide as the adiacent ones.

Of particular interest is the Lecoultre carte de
uisile preserved with the box, shown above close to
actual size. back and front. The illustration of a

church on a cabrioleJegged stand is identical to a
musical box which once passed through the hands
of Graham Webb in the Portobello Road. At that
time it was considered to be by Bremond. It finally
passed into the Rhoose collection and is now in the
Utrecht museum. This card may not be coeval with
the box although both seem to date from the late
I850s : notice the reference to " nouveau systeme
rechange." Francois Charles Lecoultre died in 1871.

Is this an exhibition piece ? It might well be -but it is certainly a box of rare quality. O
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ORGANETTES
Some l4-note examples

by Roger Booty
" THE Orchestral Organette is not
a toy, but a large and powerful
instrument, built exactly on the
principle of church organs." To
read that quotation from an
advertisement of 1891 you might
well imagine that the organ was
large with many reeds. To be fair,
though, the Orchestral Organette
is the most musical of the four-
teen-note instruments as it does
have two reeds per note, but even
this dubious quality means to some
ears only that the organ can make
twice the noise. Even with onlY
fourteen notes, however, it is sur-
prising how pleasant the effect can
be when a slmple song is PlaYed,
rather than, for examPle, a march.

The " Little English Organette '"
the " Victoria ", and the " Orch-

The "British" Organette & Music
Manufacturing Co, Blackburn; ] M
Draper, "English" Organette
Worki, Higher AudleY Street,
Blackburn; or simply, ] M DraPer'
Organette Works, Blackburn, was
quite likely the most prolific of the
British organette makers.

The " Little English " had one
stoo marked Expression with onlY
one set of reeds-. The " Victoria "
had no stops and onlY fourteen
reeds. And the " Orchestral " had
three stops, flute and
expression, with eds.
The single reed the
flute stop of the are
tuned :

ABCfDEFfGGfiABCSDEFT

Unfortunately I have no note of
the Vox-Humana scale but believe
it from memory to be an octave
higher. Each of these organs has
only two exhausters which tend to
give a kick to the handle when
playing, but despite the small num-
ber of reeds and the small bellows
quite a considerable volume can
be produced.

The United States of America
also produced fourteen-note instru-
ments, the most well-known being
the "Orguinette". This neat
instrument was made by the Mech-
anical Orguinette Co, 831 Broad-
way, New York, which was later
to become the giant Aeolian Com-

ote endless band
In as advertised
a o The bellows
tte the Victoia

,{t1
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Top left: Draper's Victoria. Leitz
The Victoria with pressure bar
and reed block removed showing
the wooden roller next to the
block which is sprung at each and
presses the music against the rub-
ber covered crank rod shaft.
Lower left: The Mechanical Orgu-
inette. also seen above which shows
the reeds fitted into the front of
the block. With the top removed
the reed block and pressure roller
are visible. The slot in the organ
case passes directly to the reser-
voir and aligns with the openings
below each reed in the block. Bot-
tom left: The underside of the
Orguinette. This model has been
fitted lvith an internal reservoir
spring: originally it would have
had an external one.

pany. The music is interchange-
able with Drapers but when played
on the British instrument must be
put in upside down as the bass
notes are on opposite sides. The
finish of the case is better than the
British instruments and there are
four exhausters which give a

smoother turn to the handle. I
have seen one of these organs
carrying a label stating : "The
National Mechanical Orguinette
Patented everywhere. Sold by, The
National Fine Art Association,
Warehouses, Farringdon Rd, Lon-
don EC." This name is overprinted
on a display of crossed flags.

Q David Bowers' Encyclopedia
of Autontatic Mttsical Instruments
illustrates an orguinette of this
style with spools for the music
lixed to the case ends. The instru-
ments shown here all ooerate from
the same style 7f-in wide, thick
paper, endless bands or strips.

My thanks to the three owners
of the organettes shown here for
allowing me to borrow them for
photographing, etc. OAII pictures by the attthor.
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The Shah's Musical Box
by Robert P Atkinson

IT IS well known that from around
the middle of the last century until
the opening years of the present
one, Persia was a particularly rich
market for musical box makers.
From the time of the foundation
in 1858 of the Compagnie NeucM-
teloise d'Exportation at Locle, this
market was one actively fostered.
Chapuis relates how a young
watchmaker from NeuchAtel,
Alexis Reymond, was installed in
Teheran to try to expand trade.
Not until he realised that the only
way Swiss musical boxes would
sell in these parts would be if they
played Persian music did trade
start to blossom. In March of 1859'
the first order for 23 musical boxes
was placed. Because of the Persian

love of grandeur and musical em-
bellishment in the form of drum,
bells and castanet, the develop-
ment of this style of musical box
owes a good deal to the ioint
foreign influences exerted by Great
Britain (Switzerland's then largest
market) and Persia. But it was not
until later on in the centurv that
one particular maker was tb dis-
tinguish himself by the creation of
some very special pieces exclusiv-

y for
obert

:,#;
Royal Palace Golaston where he
found not only the Shah's monster
musical box but in addition a
unique automaton clock.

HAVING seen from ]ohn Clark's
book that many of the larger
musical boxes were made for
export to Persia and India, and
being in Teheran on business, I
made some enquiries with the
result that I learned that there was
" something " at the Royal Palace
Golastan. This was a one-time
roval residence of the Shah and
now something of a museum whictr
was opened on special days.

I found that one of the opening
days was that particular day and
so, in the company of a fapanese
electrical engineer, I visited thc
palace.

Quickly it was established that
the musical box was situated on
the ground floor, not far from the
entrance. On explaining my
interest to an attendant, he
informed us that the musical box
was locked. However, we were not
to be frustrated and stayed by the
box until several more people
arrived on the scene. Presently
another attendant appeared with
the keys and surveyed the scene.
Apparently he approved of what
he saw but it was soon obvious
that the musical box would not be
opened without some additional
inducement which was soon forth-
coming.

An awesome sight
The musical box was opened

and we stood back with awe. It
looked brand new! One or tunes
were played but, to us at least, they
were quite unrecognisable.

I am afraid that I was unable io
secure much in the wav of tech-

nical details but I did manage to
count 40 organ keys in the centre
of the box. There was also a drum.
bells, castenet and a garden scene
with dancing figures. There werc
24 interchangeable cylinders, each
playing six airs, stored in the
cabinet below which was again
locked.

The box is wound with an
external detachable handle. The
case is in walnut with two clocks
let into the front, one showing
Teheran time and the other Green-
wich.

At that time I did not know the
maker of this piece but have since
found out from Switzerland that
it is the work of Gueissaz Freres.

Peacock clock
It was in another room that we

found the second interesting item

-the Peacock Clock. This stands
in front of a window and is very
difficult to photograph. The clock
is contained in an elaborate glass
cabinet with moulded brass frame-
work with finials and curved legs
in the form of birds or animals.

The clock itself is encased in a
moulded brass cabinet surmounted
by a peacock which has a seg-
mented tail capable of being
opened, closed and laid down.

Behind the peacock is a replica
of the Tower of Babel on a rocky
plinth. At the back of the clock
cabinet is a deeply engraved
plaque, in script form, stating:

" This exquisite mechanism was
made by Thomas Bryant, Clock-

maker to His Majesty, Horseferry
Road, Westminster, 1780 ".

The clock was not in working
order and we could only surmise
that the cabinet has a pinned barrel
with tunes played on nested bells
at the hour. The British Museum
has no record of this clock and I
would be most interested to hear
from any of our horological mem-
bers of any book or papers des-
cribing it. The presentation is
magnificent and it is really extra-
ordinary that this clock has
remained, apparently, unrecorded
for so long.

My photographs were not taken
under ideal conditions but are
probably the only ones our mem-
bers may have the chance of seeing.

Postscript
ROBERT ATKINSON'S storv and
pictures are the more interesting
first because they are probably the
only colour illustrations to come
into Western print, and secondly
because with the political turmoil
which has raged in that country,
these pieces may no longer be
accessible.

But there is another, and much
deeper story behind the musical
box which involves the political
relationship between Persia and
Britain in the closing years of the
last century.

Initially, one must refer to
Chapuis Histoire de la Boite a
Musique where, on page 275, we
find illustrations of this box, on
page 277 transcriptions of Persian
tunes made available to Gueissaz
and, on page 278, a description
outlining the circumstances behind
the arrival of this box in the Royal
Palace. We learn that Gueissaz &
Fils of L'Auberson, founded in
1848, had been established as
representing the Swiss industry in
Teheran since 1890.

In April of 1896, the special
envoy to the Shah of Persia, one
Mirza Riza Khan, who was at that
time living in Paris, ordered from
Gueissaz a de luxe musical box
for the Shah's principal palace.
The specification, still in exist-
ence, called for 24 cylinders each
of six tunes divided between Aoaz
(the Persian word for popular or
secular music) and Tesnifs (religi-
ous music). The envoy went on to
demand that nine cylinders should
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Above : the fine and tasteful proportions of the Shah of Persia's monster musical box can be seen in this general
view. The rectangular front panel to the box is a replacement for the original richly carved and pierced panel
which was probably provided to let out the sound of the organ. Something of the inside of the box can be
seen from the view below lefL Below right is the Peacock Clock in its glass case. All three colour pictures were
taken by Robert P Atkinson.
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consist exclusiYely of European
national music and eight other
cylinders were to be devoted to
classical extracts.

The music was to be played auto-
matically on the hour as governed
by the clock, and the box was to
contain various Persian inscrip-
tions.

The construction of this box
was therefore likely to be a pro-
tracted task and Chapuis tells us
that it was not completed until
1900 and was delivered to Teheran
after exhibition at the Paris Exhibi-
tion of 1900. The price of the
box was 6,400 francs, finally paid
in December of 190I.

But there is another side to the
story. The box had originally been
ordered by the envoy for the Shah
N6ssir-ed-dfn. The date of the
order was April, 1896. On May l,
while worshipping at a shrine a few
miles outside Teheran, in prepara-
tion for entering his fiftieth year
of reign, then just five days away,
the Shah was assassinated by ;r
tradesman called Mirza Reza who
had joined the growing ranks of
revolutionaries and anarchists who
followed the teachings of the so-

called Afghan sheikh, Kem6l-ed-
din.

The Shah's son. Muzaftar-ed-
din, then 43 years of age, was
immediately enthroned - and two
months later Reza went to the
gallows.

This was not the only problem
Persia had. An earlier administra-
tion had systematically created
coinage in excess of economic use
by the poorer classes. This resulted
in certain staple foods, in parti-
cular meat, being beyond the
resources of the less fortunate. The
new Shah was faced with the task
of trying to put things to rights
and the subsequent withdrawal of
the unpopular coinage was not
achieved without severe costs to
the government.

But there was also a strong and
growing anti-British feeling and the
British minister to Persia. Sir
Mortimer Durand (who possessed
Dowers well beyond those which a
latter-day ambassador might be
allowed to possess) insisted that
the leaders be deoosed. It must be
remembered that at this time,
although it was not part of the
British Empire, Britain had a
strong hold on the activities of

government in the country, largely
resulting from the war between the
two countries in 1856 - 57. And
when a British inspector of the
telephone line from ]ask eastwards
was murdered. relations between
the two countries became most
strained. Indeed, the apparent
imminent bankruptcy of t h e

Persian government was, ironically,
blamed on the British even though
a major loan for saving the situa-
tion was floated in London. But
it was a Russian loan in 1900
which clinched the return of sol-
vency and trade with Persia
subsequently revived.

Gueissaz's fabulous musical box
was thus ordered by the ambas-
sador of one Shah and in fact
delivered to another-his son-
more than four years later. In the
interim, the makers may well have
wondered whether they would ever
get paid for the job !

As for the Peacock Clock, there
are some mysteries here, to. First
of all, did Thomas Bryant build ;t
" on spec " and succeed in selling
it to the Shah, or was it ordered
specifically by the Shah's uizirs

continued on page 146

World's smallest piano roll
THE Orchestrelle Company in London hit upon a
novel way of promoting its Metrostyle tempo-indicat-
ing Pianolas and their rolls. It produced the tiny

present. This little roll was used to prop open the
piano lid !
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ME,TERT & LANGDORFF

IN THE museum at Utrecht there stands this out-
standing cylinder musical box bearing the trade label
of Metert & Langdorff. Suzanne Maurer identifies
this partnership between Isaac Henri Metert and
David Langdorff as having been formed by 18,14 and
surviving until its dissolution of September 29, 1852.
They exhibited at the l85l Great Exhibition and
received an award.

The mammoth four-overture box seen here is a full
mandoline style and the massive comb has 301 teeth.
Rigidity to the bedplate is achieved through three
comb dowels and no fewer than 36 screws in stag-
gered rows, while the bedplate is secured to the case
with six screw-bolts. Notice how the extreme treble
three teeth are an addition : this might be original
due to the inability to secure steel sufficiently long, or
it may be a repair. The governor fan has four wings.

To ensure case rigidity, the end flap is of the Hum-
bert type with a narrow removable door to give key
and controls access. The unusual positioning of the
tunesheet, pinned to the inner face of the key-
compartment divider, is original.

A striking piece to observe with its large-diameter
cylinder, it is nevertheless a softly-spoken box demon-
strating so clearly its superb quality. This particular
Metert, by the way, was the illigitimate son of a calico
worker called Gottlieb Ast - Metert was his mother's
name. He died at Lancy, Geneva, on June 3, 1855.
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Troll's writer's companion
THIS drop-front musical writing case is something of
a rarity and very few examples appear to have been
made. The style appears to have been devised by
Bremond and Greiner and this example bears the tune
sheet of Samuel Troll who succeeded the Bremond
business.

The front flap with its inset tooled green leather
seryes as a writing desk and there is space for writing
impedimenta. The angled musical movement with its
three bells and drum is a cross between the buffet
style and the normal type of musical box. The piece
is 23in wide and the cylinder is 9ins long playing eight
airs.

Pyke's musical secretary
An unusual format for a barrel organr this secretary
contains an instrument made by George Pyke of
London, " facing Bedford Row ". It is dated 1772 and
is complete with two barrels. The organ has five stops

- diapson, flute, principal, twelfth and fifteenth,
Thirty-two keys operate a total of 160 pipes, 64 of
wood and 96 of metal.

Similar in characteristics to an organ by Pyke in the
Editor's collection, one of the barrels plays 12 tunes

- a mixture of hymns and secular music - while the
second is spirally pinned and plays six airs including
Fisher's Minuet.

The organ stands 95ins high and is the property
of member R Ison. It will be the subiect of a detailed
article in a forthcoming issue of The Music Box.)
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On pages 17 to 48 is reprinted the catalogue of Symphonion tune titles. This is the first time a
catalogue of discs for this, the first disc-playing musical box in the world, has ever been reprinted.
The catalogue which we copied was a fairly late one, believed to date from around 1892 - 5. Recently,
your editor visited the library of Gustav Mathot in Belgium and was shown an even earlier list which
included titles omitted from the subsequent list. By courtesy of M Mathot this has been loaned for
publication and is presented on the four foregoing pages.

S elf- actung piano fortes
PIANOS which played by themselves date back to
the early l9th century and indeed the first clockwork-
powered pianos playing barrels are found around the
closing years of the lSth century.

With the discovery of the harnessing of electricity,
however, the self-playing pianoforte took on a new
lease of life.

Among the many makers of these instruments was
K Heilbrunn Siihne of Keibelstrasse 39, Berlin
NO. 43. Established in 1875 and operated by
W Heilbrunn and S Bliith, the company made many
instruments under the trade name Virtuos. It also
had a subsidiary company at Hamburg (Kaiser
Wilhelmstrasse 46).

At the bottom of this page is reproduced the cover
of a price-list published some time after 1906 - this
is the date of the Musik-Fachausstellung, Berlin,
medallion at the top. On pages ll7 nd 138 are
reproduced surviving pages from this price-list show-
ing four difierent models of instrumenl These sheets
are heavily damaged and badly torn and have been
pieced together for use here.

In t h e Zeitschrift filr Instrumentenbau for
September 15, 1929, appeared the notice reproduced
righl This refers to a new electric piano, the Ersola.
Nowhere else has your editor been able to trace any

reference to this instrument, obviously a very late con-
tender for the market for electric expression pianos.

Very fortunately, an original publicity leaflet for
this instrument has turned up and it is reproduced
overleaf. The original is in blue and black and is
reproduced approximately three-quarters original size.

All the items presented on these four pages are from
the private collection of Danny Dekyndt of Aalst in Bel.
gium to whom we express appreciation for their loan.

Fachkritik zur Leipziger Herbs{messe 1929

"Viel 
Beifall verdient und fand das von der Firma Freiburger

Musikapparate-Bauanstalt G. m.b. H. in Freiburg i. Br. ausgestellte
Reproduktions-Piano .Evola". Herr Nikolaus Eschmann, der Leiter
dieses neuen Unternehmens, ist seit zwei Jahrzehnten in der
Branche. Man merkt es seinem Erzeugnis an, daB er nicht nur
Fachmann ist, sondern auch kiinstlerisches Empfinden hat- Auch
technisch ist alles zweckml8ig und iibersichtlich angeordne! so
da8 "Evola' alle Vorbedingungen fiir den Verkauf an anspruchs-
volle Kiiufer erf iillt.'

Zeltschrift lir InstmmenteDan (Paul de Wit)
Nr. 24 - l*ipzig 15. September 1929
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J6rian Ctegg
flDugeum of flDecbanica[ flDueic

Callers by appointment only.

SbipDlram G,eleptrone
GhetforD, thorfolh Derelram 820277

Makers of mechanical music since

A new arrangement being punched.
Discs up to 15" 56,198 f10, 22" fl2.
New arrangements for l9f are fl5,

for 221 f20.

New Combs to your pattern. Bedplates and Motors
for our new machines.

This is our 28" Pheonix playing
twelve saucer bells. We also have
25" twin discs playing 24 tubular
bells. and twin 23" playing 32

tubular bells.

o
rc Star Wheels for any machine l2|p

sold in complete sets only. PENNY
IN SLOT 75p. Polyphon automatic
musical instrument f,l. Pediments

carved and polished f45.
You name it we make it

price you can afford.

Cabinets made to order f,200. Bins from f,130.

New Discs.
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Theft at St. Alban's lVluseum
THREE cylinder musical boxes
and an organette were stolen from
the St Albans Organ Museum on
Iuly 19, 1979. Museum founder
85-year-old Charles Hart in anxious
for information leading to their
recovery.

The first box was a Nicole Freres
l2-air bell and drum piece bearing
the serial numbers 52097 and 5340
on the bedplate. The original tune
sheet lists : The Heaoens are TelI-
ing; Halleluiah Chorus; Oh Rest in
the Lord; Lo He comes in clouds
descending; The March of the men
of Harlech; The Bag of Biscag;
The Marseillaise Hgmn; The Lost
Chord; The Campbells are Com-
ing; The Death of Nelson; Queenof mA Heart - Valse Dorothg:
Valse Iolanthe. Tunes eight and
nine play in the reverse order to
this listing. On the case bottom is
the number 1799 and on the
cylinder are the numbers 62 - 087.

The second box is an eight-air
Bremond serial number 14753. The
programme listed on the original
tune sheet begins with La Traoiata

-Brindisi; The Campbells are
Coming; Il Trooatore - Miserere;
Le Bleu Danube; La Grande
Duchesse-The Sabre Song; Tann-
hauser March; Rule Britannia;
Robert Ie Diable-O Robert toi que
j'aime. This box has a broken
mainspring-no doubt likely to end
up at a repairers sooner or later.

Third in the list of stolen boxes
is a Paillard (PVF) six-air bell box
serial number 24563 playing a 7!in
cylinder. The original tune sheet
lists: The Tals Farewell; BaU of
Biscay; Here's to the maiden of
bashful sixteen; Chimes of
Normandg; La Traoiata-Bindisi:
Frillingstummen waltz No 2.

The missing organette is a 20-
note English Automatic Seraphone
serial number 90518 complete with

Webb: The Disc Musical Box
Handbook.

Weiss-Stauffacher: The Mansel-
Ious World of Music Machines.

White, G: Toys, Dolls, Auto-
mata: Marks & Labels.

White, W B: Piano Plaging Mech-
anisms.
The Archivist particularly re-

quests that members who would
like to donate books or other
material to the Archive should
contact him. O

Editor's Correspondence
THE officers of the society perform
their duties voluntarily and -in 

the
majority of cases in addition to their
bread-and-butter occupations. This in-
cludes the editor' 

ondence re-
ce des. in most
ca practice ofac sent in for
publication is, consequently, published
at the earliest possible opportunity
commensurate with the planning and
mechanics of the journal.

A fine Iine has to be drawn between
the duties of correspondence and of
producing the |ournal. It is felt that,
generally, members would prefer the
latter choice.

For this reason, the editor apologises
to those who have sent in material or
questions and who have as yet received
no reply, This will either come through
publication or in the fullness of time by
letter. He trusts that commonsense
bred of an understanding of his situa-
tion will prevail and, should this course
of action not be acceptable, then he is
pleased to hand over to a new editor
with more spare time. a
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one hand-cut roll made by Mel
Coalbrook of Luton. The tune'is
thought to be Cachuca Galop by
Strauss.

Any member with information
should contact St Albans police on
St Albans 54681, or any of the
museum trustees care of t h e
museum, 326 Camp Road, St
Albans, Hertfordshire, ALI 5PB.O

Leading organ
historian dies
THE world of mechanical music lost
one of its most important historians
and authors this summer with the pass-
ing on Iuly 24, 1979, of Helmut
Zeraschi of Leipzig. He was 68.

A member of the Musical Box
Society of Great Britain, Dr Zeraschi
was Eastern Europe's leading authority
on barrel organs and the music which
they played. His 1961 dissertation
"Drehorgel, Serinette und Barrel
organ " written while at the Karl-Marx
University in Leipzig formed the basis
of the book Drehorgel published several
years ago by Sanssouci in Switzerland.
His other published works include Die
Drehorgel in der Kirche (1973) and
Drehorgeln published in 1976 by
Koehler & Ameland of Leipzig, Another
publication was a most useful as well
as beautifully-engraved book of music
found on mechanical organs. This was
published by Editions Peters in Leipzig
in 1973.

Born on October 25, l9IL, Helmut
Zeraschi was ever an enthusiast with an
enquiring mind. His books remain
testimony to his great facility for
research and documentation. We extend
our sympathy to his family and in
particular to his widow, Ingeborg
Zeraschi. Our picture shows them botlt

holiday at Lake Balaton in Hungaty
September of 1971.

A its
ea nd,
M

Mr Hoeltzel, member number 58, Vas
also a former president of our sister
society, the Musical Box Society
International. \

His collection and subscription haS
been assumed by his son, Gerald C Holt,
to whom, in extending sympathy for his
loss, we also extend the warm hand of
welcome. We ofter our sincere condo-
lences to Mrs Florence C Hoeltzel on

The Society Archives
THE Society Archives, established
two years ago from the nucleus of
material acquired by the society
over the years (ie recorded tapes
of many early committee meetings)
is operated by committee member
Keith Harding.

The following is a list of books
presently available. All are open
to examination by members on ap-
plication to the Archivist at 93
Hornsey Road, London N7 6D].
Bonhote & Baud: Au Temps des

Boites a Musique.
Bowers : Encgclopedia of Auto-

matic Musical Instruments.
Cockayne : The Fairground Organ :

How it Works. The Fairground
Organ.

Engramelle: Ia Tonotechnie ou
I'Art de Noter les Cglindres.

Givens : Rebuilding the Plager
Piano. Re-enacting the Artist.

Hillier: Automata and Mechanical
Toys.

Horngacher : Critique Methodique.
MBSI : Annioersarg Collection.
McTammany: The T e c hni c al

History of the Player Piano.
Mosoriak: The Curious Historg of

Musical Boxes.
Ord-Hume : Collecting Musical

Boxes. Clockwork Music. Mech-
anics of Mechanical Music.

Parsons: The Directory of Tunes
and Musical Themes.

Roehl: Plager Piano Treasury,
Waard: From Music Boxes to

Street Organs. her loss.



'lil.|.uan@s & 9C.cm.9 V" Specialfota in

MUSrcAL BOXES

cLocx$

DUTCII FT,'RNTTI,JRE

Antirye Dealers
AMSTERDA}t

Nw. Spiegelstraat 68. Tdephone O2O-220740.
Herengracht 298. Telephone O20-25735O,

Open on Tuesday to Saturday (inc.)
From 12 noon to 6 p.m.

Gilt bronze clock with musical
moYement in base. 64cm high.

Fussee driven sectional movement. The cylinder is pinnsd \^rith
4 Mozatt melodies, *U.i,"tff&"r".:i_*"a"cally every hour before

As the largest specialists on the Continent of Europe we have on offer a pernaneot stock of over 60 FULLY
RESTORED musical boxes both cylinder and disc t5pes.

The quality of our restoration is of the highest level. All Boxes are sold fully guarantecd with ofrcial
certificate. Frequently rare and spectacular pieces are available for sale.
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CREMONA STYLE G FLUTE
THE Marquette Piano Company of Chicago manu-
factured a variety of coin-operated pianos or nickel-
odeons between the years 1905 and about 1920. The
Style G was manufactured in about l9l7 and was
available in two varieties - one with a rank of violin
pipes and the one pictured above which had flute
pipes. The disposition comprises an upright piano
fitted with curtain-type mandolin attachment, plus the

rank of orggn pipes. Normally the case was made in
quartered oak but the one seen here is a rare variation
in book-matched circassian walnut.

The Style G Flute was one of the most popular in
the Cremona range and several dozen exist today in
collections in the United States. The instrument uses
standard "A" type ten-tune coin piano rolls. Picture

o
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NORFOLK POLYPHON CENTRE
(Norman and June Vince)

We specialise in the Sale and Purchase of all forms of

trIECHANIO'AL MUSIC nnd OLOCKS

A very clean and original 2Si}in Symphonion
with particularly brilliant combs. This machine
is offered complete with the choice of any ten

discs from our stock.

A wide range is stocked and
offered at highly competitive

prices.

DISC TIAOIINES

CIIJINIDEB BOXrc[l

OBCEE[lTNIONS

OBGANS

SINGING BIBDII

AUTOIIIATA

AND X'IND CLOCKS

DISC CUTTING SERVICE

Our new disc cutting machine is now
in production. Our aims in building this
machine have been to ensure that the
discs produced should be precision
copies, that their cost should be kept
low and that output should be suffi-
ciently high to avoid any delay in
servicing orders.

The machine is fully automatic in
operation, is precision built, and you
will find the finished discs very roason-
ably priced and the service prompt.

Wood Farm, Bawdeswell, East Derehnrtr, Norfolk
ON 81145 ONE MILE EAST OF BAWDESWELL VILLAGE Telephone: Bawdeswell (036-288) 230

We are always available during weekends. Please confirm weekday visits beforehand.
Planes and trains can be met in Norwich.
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Summer meeting, AGM report
TIIE Summer meeting of the Musical
Box Society of Great Britain took place
in London on June 2nd and 3rd at the
Kensington Close Hotel, Wrights Lane.

The first item of the day was the
Annual General Meeting under the
chairmanship of president Arthur Ord-
Hume. In his report, secretary Reg
Waylett said that as of that morning
the society had 1,045 paid-up members
of which almost half were in America.

Treasurer Stephen Cockburn dis-
cussed the inancial aftairs of the soc-
iety and stated that, although we had
reserve funds on deposit, increasing
costs of printing the journal and in
postage would mean that in the com-

ing year we would find ourselves mov-
ing into the red in our current account.
For this reason, the meeting was asked
to approve an increase in subscriptions
from five to six pounds sterling, along
with suitable equivalents for overseas
members. This was duly done.

However, shortly after the new over-
seas rates had been approved by this
meeting, the Post Office announced
massive increases in charges which
would result in our showing a loss on
American memberships in particular.
Accordingly, revised overseas rates were
discussed in committee subsequent to
the meeting and the figures proposed
will be put before tire Extraordinary

Against the publication of the
Directory was the very real risk that
such a work might well serve to act
against the interests of the inember-
ship in view of the increasing number
of thefts which have occurred in recent
times. Should the Directory get into
the wrong hands, this risk might be
enhanced.

Over the past year or so, several
members have requested that their
addresses be witheld from publication
and their names listed as care of the
Secretary of the Society.

In the discussion which ensued, the
editor made several suggestions as to
how the new Directory might be pre-
pared and produced (a) in a manner to
keep costs down, and (b) to protect the
interests of individual members.

By a majority, the meeting agreed
that a Directory was a valuable part of
the society publication programme,
even if it was an expensive exercise.
At this point, member Alex Duman
very kindly offered to put up a major
contribution towards the cost of the
Directory to reduce the cost to funds.

The proposal is to prepare for publi-
cation an abbreviated Directory which
will list only the names and addresses
of members together with the updated
Constitution and Bye-Laws.

If you do not want your address
listed in this directory, please advise
the Secretary by December 3I, 1979.
This advanced date is to allow over-
seas members time to reply. O

General Meeting on October l3th.
After the Treasurer's report, the

Editor reported on the present state of
The Music Box and outlined his plans
for the year ahead. He also warned
that during the year there would be an
increase in the price of printing. For
this reason he *as unable to provide
an accurate budget for the present
volume but felt that the increase in
subscriptions should be sufficient to
offset the journal's proportion of rising
expenses.

The Archivist was not present and
no report was offered.

Amendments to the Constitution
were proposed and accepted to cover
the increase in membership dues, sub-ject to the revision implied earlier. It
was also proposed and agreed to add
to Article 4, Section 4 (officers) the
following:

"Any nominations must include the
approval of the Active Member
nominated and must be supported
by a proposer and seconder."

There followed some discussion on
the production of a new Directory of
Members, reported on this page.

The meeting decided unanimously to
to
of
its
Dr
by

Both the President and the Secretarv
announced that thev intended to retirL
from office at the October meeting and
that on that date titey would be pro-
posing that Mr Jon Gresham be elected
as the next president, and Dr Peter
Whitehead as the next secretary. There
were two nominations for positions onthe committee, meetings organising
secretary Brian Clegg and recording
secretary Alan Clark having resigned.
The nominees, Tim Chapman-Webb
and Hilary Kay, werg duly elected to
serve on the committee.

It was agreed that there would be
an Extraordinary General Meeting to
form part of the London Winter meet-
ing on October 13th.

The general meeting followed and
one of the highlights was a presentation
by Dr Ron Booo of foolin, Montana
who gave a talk with tage and slides
on the Seeburg coin piano ochestrions.
This was very well received and will
form a subseouent article in the
Iournal. Other speakers included Iack
Tempest on tin toys. and Dr Coulson
Conn of Media. Pennsylvania on
American musical boxes.

The meeting concluded with the
society auction.

On the Sunday members and guests
met at the British Piano Mrrseum where
honorary member Frank Holland ore-
sented a sDecial tour of his collection.

Pressure of space prevents the
Dromised further reDort from Hannover
from appearing in this issue. O

NOTICE
The attention of Eembes is dnwn to tle
fact that tbe appearance in The Music Box
of an advertiser's announceDenl does not
in any way imply endoBement, apDroval or
reommeodation of that adv€rtiser and
bis senices by the edioor of the ioumal or
by the Musiol Box Society of Great
Brilain. MembeB are reminded tiat tbey
musa satisfy themselves as to the ability of
the advertiser to serye or supply lbem.

Society Officers for 1980
AT THE EGM to be held at the October meeting, members will be
invited to approve the following Officers for the SocielY in.accordance
with nominations received in compliance with the Constitution:
President: ]on Gresham
Vice Presidet?f.' Hughes M Ryder

Editor: Arthur W I Ord-Hume
Archiuist: Keith Harding
Committee Members: Hilary Kay, Bill Nevard
The following members are retiring at this meeting :

Former President: Arthur W I G Ord-Hume
Former
Former ColleY
Former cretarA: Brian Clegg

New Directory of Members
WE ARE due to Produce our next
Directory of Members dnring the com-
ing year. There was some protracted
diicussion at the Annual General Meet-
ing on this subject
feeling, expressed by
others, that the high
this Directory was
society funds which might better be
employed in other directions, namely
the iournal.

However, it was also agreed that the
Directory of Members did fulfil a use-
ful purpose to a certain percentage of
members and therefore its abandon-
ment could not be the subject of a
decision taken solely by the Committee
but any such course of action would
have to be with the consent of the
members,

With acknowledgement to The Wall Slreet Journol.
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BeIIe Vue Box Repairs
Kent Road, Congresburn Near Bristol. BS19 sBD.

Tel. STD (0934) Yatton 832220
CYLINDER REPINNING SERVICE

Rates for work received ifter lst March 1979.
BAND I. Above lal inches to lf inches cylinder diameter, E7 per inch of cylinder length.
BAND II. Above l| inches to 2| inches cylinder diameter, €8 per inch of cylinder length, and

so on pro rata.
Example. Cyl. dia.2$ inch approx., length Il in:hes. BAND II. €8 x tl : €88.
Please send cylinder with its arbor, pinion, spring and change snail, quotation upon receipt,
completion in 4 to 6 months. Statement will include return postage, packing and delivery charges
and the work will be returned as soon as payment is received. Customers may bring and collect
work themselves by appointment.
Work from oYerseas

Customers should insure package and specify whether it is to be returned by Air or Surface
mail.
Please note

l. Straight pins. 2. Plain brass cylinders. 3. Maximum length over arbor points 19 inches.
4. Minimum cylinder di ial rates outside these limits-and for plated
cylinders. If arbor ends of f,3 per end will be made for refinishing. Goods
are accepted at owners reasonable care.

GOVERNOR ASSEMBLY REPAIRS
We will quote you for reconditioning most types of governor but we do not supply parts.
Completion time about 2 months.

COMPLETE OVERHAULS OF CYLINDER MUSICAL BOXES.
We can now undertake full reconditioning of a limited number.

JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORTOBELLO ROAD,

LONrX)N, W.11.

Telephone

0r -7u - 1485

Specialist in
Mechanical Music

Automata
Singing Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons

Juvenalia
Unusual Clocks

Phonographs
Gramophones

&c
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by Jim Colley

not approach the reserve figure. Some
members say that all lots which are not
sold should be declared as such. They
go on to say that tirey would like an
opportunity after the auction finishes
to negotiate with the vendors for these
lots,

What they do not see is that the
whole object of our auctions is to raise
money for the society which benefits
by a donation of ten per-cent of the
sum realised. If lots were declared
" not sold " there is no doubt that
members would iust refrain from bid-

SOCIETY AUCTIONS
SOME three years ago when I was
elected to serve on the Committee r
was asked to be responsible for the
organisation of the annual society auc-
tions. I worked out a method of Auc-
tion procedure based on my own exper-
ience as a buyer at various public
auctions over the last fourteen years.
My object was quite simple; it was to
ensure that items received were noted
on a simple entry form, that reserves
were clearly indicated, that sold and
unsold items found their way promptly
to their owners, and that as a result of
this tle professional auctioneer was re-
lieved of as much of this work as he
would expect were he to be in his own
saleroom,

I discussed my ideas with the auc-
tioneer, Christopher Proudfoot, and he
accepted them with two stipulations.
The first was that he wanted a column
on the entry form for discretionary
reserves. and the second was that he
wanted about three quarters of an hour
after viewing ended to inspect the lots
himself and thus have some knowledge
of the goods he was selling. These two
requests were of course accepted, and
the auction procedure was approved by
the Committee.

So much for history. Did it work ?

Yes it did - and pretty smoothlY if
you realise that with the honourable
exceptions of the auctioneer and treas-
urer all concerned were amateurs,

It must be understood bY members
that at normal auctions viewing times
are limited, and often not allowed at
all on the day of the sale. All goods
are examined and catalogued bY the
auctioneers well in advance of the sale
day. At our auctions ninety per-cent of
the lots are brought in to reception on

the day. At a public auction you do not
get a cash settlement for your goods
the moment that the sale finishes, in
fact you usually have to wait for weeks.
At our auctions the treasurer not only
completes almost all the payouts but
also accepts foreign cheques and does
the necessary conversions into Sterling.

Am I trying to say that we have
achieved perfection then ? Not at all,
we have tried to learn and improve our
work. For example we have the goods
on display in the end room so that
members may play items during the
time that lectures are taking place in
the main hall. This involves extra help
in moving items but we think it is
worth it.

Now I would like to deal with one
or two complaints which we have had
about the practice (which I must em-
phasize is standard at all auctions) of
not indicating whether or not a lot has
in fact been sold.

If the auctioneer has a fixed "reserve"
on a lot and it is not bid up to that
reserve he will normally knock it down
to a fictitious buyer. in tire case of a
lot which has a " discretionary reserve"
he will do the same if the bidding does

ding and then rush to the unsold lots
delivery to haggle with would-be
vendors. Very nice to be sure, but that
is not the way to raise money for the
society. Nor is it the way for an auc-
tioneer to get the best possible price
for the vendor. There is nothing to
prevent anyone asking for an indication
of the likely price of any lot, and iust
as in the normal saleroom, our auc-
tion staff will be happy to give an idea
what any particular lot may fetch. But
to adandon the use of "dummies" to
prevent disclosure of whether or not a
Iot has been sold would destroy the
whole auction. I may add that our
auctioneer to my personal knowledge
does not follow the practice of some
who run every lot up to its full reserve
price before knocking it down to a
"dummy".

There are those in our societv who
feel strongly that tire commercialism
inherent in and fostered by auctions
is detrimental to our society. They say
that the funds raised by these auctions
could be better raised by other means.
They claim that the auctions take up
too much time at our fune meetings.
These views may well be correct, but
as the one who has to organise them
I can only do so to the best of my
ability.

The ethics are the responsibility
flrst of the Committee as a whole, and
hnally of the rnembership at large. O

Sheer nerYe pays
ONE of our members who practices
the gentle art of musical box-restora-
tion recently received by airmail a
parcel containing some pieces of a
musical box for reoair. The parcel,
mailed in the Southern HemiJphere,
carried a special message penned on the
back which read:

CUSTOMS MAN: This box contains
old parts from an antique musical
box being sent to an expert repairer.
Please don't charge duty because
he'll stick it on my bill-thank you.
The package was duly delivered

without any demand for duty (as indeed
is correct), but somewhere there must
be a most amused Customs wallah.

The names of the persons concerned
have been witheld but are known to
the Editor - as well as that Customs
chap !

continued from page 128

Shah's musical box
(ministers). Or again was it some
sort of Royal present rather akin
to the celebrated automaton clock
which the first Queen Elizabeth
gave to the Sultan of Turkey?

And who was Thomas Bryant?
Well, we know that he was made
a freeman of the Clockmakers'
Company in 1773 and that he died
in 1815. He may have been related
to the Bryant & Son, clock and
watchmakers, of 47 Threadneedle
Street, listed as in business there
in 1781. Other than that. Brvant

-obviously a talented and 
-res-

pected worker - seems to be an
elusive character whose work,
even as Royal clockmaker, is
unrecorded. C

Fermata tn Permanenza. . .

WORDS of truth sometimes cut a
little close to the bone. Olivier
Roux, in his copious sleeve-notes
to the record of Claude Marchal'r;
mechanical musical instrument col-
lection (see review on page 150)
paints a cameo of museum atti-
tudes concerning these things.
Although, happily, not true of all
museums, it is still true of far too
many. He writes:

If some museums are proud of their
fine inheritances in the mechanical
sphere, it is not in the same spirit
as that of their donors. One has only
to go into most European museums
to see that what should move remains
motionless; what is meant to sing
is often voiceless: and, in short,
what is meant to live dies under the
dust of apathy. We seem to want to
ignore the spare rooms where often
countless treasure lies. The influence
of the record and the cassette tape
has taken over abroad, mainly in the
UK, Germany, Austria and Italy as
well as in Holland and America.
M Roux highlights what is so

disturbingly obvious to most of us,
namely that instruments are rotting
away, unplayed, until they become
unplavable. Even the illustrious

Victoria & Albert Museum in
London maintains a magnificent
but nonetheless mute musical box
collection. Shortage of funds and
multiple bureaucracy has tied the
hands of those titularly responsible.

One national museum invited
your editor into its catacombs
some years ago to view a magnifi-
cent collection of instruments
which may never be shown be-
cause of lack of space. Even
worse, they remain (a) unphoto-
graphed, (b) uncatalogued, (c) un-
recorded and (d) virtually for-
gotten.

Olivier Roux throws out a morsel
of encouragement, thought. Stat-
ing that several French museums
are currently showing magnificent
collections, he goes on to say thirt
President Valery Giscard d'Esteing
has declared that 1980 will be a
year of National Heritage. " I
hope ", he adds, " that the future
will be full of hope for the instru-
ments that serve music, whether
mechanical or otherwise. Only one
little problem... money!" O
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WHICH composer famed for his
prolific light music was also a most
talented concert pianist w h o
learned his art with Pabst, Kwast
and Busoni as his mentors?

The description, you say, could
fit many. But if I add that he was
Australian, an eccentric, and has
recently had his unconventional
private life dragged before the
public eye, then the answer can
only be Percy Grainger, born in
Melbourne in |uly of 1882 and died
in White Plains, New York, in
February of 1951.

For Grainger was that rare type
of musician who excelled both at
the composition of light music and
the execution of the classics and,
as such, was forced to accept the
consequences from a public who
knew him only through his less
serious work.

All the reference works tell us
what an extraordinarily talented
pianist he was, yet surviving
gramophone records, as so often,
do not do fustice to his art

But he did make some Duo-Art
rolls in the early 1920s. His most
memorable was of the A minor
piano concerto by Grieg which
Aeolian issued on three rolls -6475. 6479 and 6485. These were
also available, by the w?y, on
standard 88-note and also Audio-
graphic.

What Grainger did, though, was
to make a piano transcription of
the orchestral parts so that the
piano rolls played the entire work,
including the orchestral introduc-
tion, accompaniments and tuttis.

A year or two back, fohn Hop-
kins and the Sydney Symphonv
Orchestra wondered what it would
be like to take these Grainger rolls,
carefully delete Grainger's " orch-
estral " piano portions, and make a
fresh recording with the orchestra
accompanying the solo piano part.

As can be inagined, the task was
a tedious one comprising the tap-
ing over of all extraneous piano-roll
holes and finally cutting a new
master roll from what was left.

My first recording this month
comes from Australia and is of the
result of this exercise. Grieg -Concerto in A Minor (RCA Red
Seal VRKI 0168) is a cassette, but
there is also a disc available. Side
one consists of this three-ro!.I
marathon and the first impression
is that Grainger must indeed have
been a most extraordinary per-
former. However, his interpreta-
tion is not without extreme idio-
syncracy. His playing, agreeably
efiortless, displays some romantic
mannerisms such as a tendency to
ritardando at phrase endings, and
a chordal openness which, com-
bined with lyrical phrasing, may
well be found annoying by the
purist. Even so, the sheer power
and attack of his playing has to
be heard to be believed.

Side two provides us with some
more Grainger including sever;rl
pieces similarly treated with the
lon g- deceased soloist-composer
coming through loud and clear.
These pieces are played by Leopold
Stokowski and his symphony
orchestra and comprise Handel in
the Strand, Irish Tune from Countg
Derry (Duo-Art 5679), Countrg
Gardens (Duo-Art 6149), Shep-
herd's lley (Duo-Art 5661) which,
incidentally, the insert mis-titles
" Sherherd's fley ", Mock Morris
(Duo-Art 5688), Mollg on the
Shore (Duo-Art 6284) and Earlg
One Morning.

Most of these are primarily
vehicles for Stokowski's orchestra
and not too much of Grainger,
either in piano or spirit, comes
over,

The quality of the cassette is
little more than average and the
frequency range is limited to the
extent that I found it necessarv to
switch out Dolby and balance by
tone controls. I hope that the disc

Missing Hadyn clock found
JOSEF HAYDN wrote 30 pieces of
music for musical clock (flotenuhr).
These were penned to be pinned to
the cylinders of three clockwork
organs made by the inventive librarian
to the household of Prince Esterhazy,
Father Primitivus Nemec.

Only two of the clocks have been
available to musicologists, these com-
prising the first organ with pieces one
to 12 and the third with pieces 19 to
30. The middle organ, containing
pieces 13 to 18 plus important repeats
of some of the others, has not been
recorded.

Now this has been found and a

report on this important event together
with pictures and a description of both
the music and the organ will appear
exclusively in a forthcoming issue of
The Music Box.

Roll-playing electronlc organ
And starting shortly in The Music

Box is a series of articles on the simple
conversion of any electronic organ so
that it will play piano rolls. Fully
illustrated with step by step instruc-
tions, this will mark the 6rst of a pro-
jected series on the making of new-
generation self -playing mechanical
musical instruments. O

has a better sound. Buyers may be
surprised to find that the second
side is very short, leaving nine
minutes of blank, more or less
silent tape.

From France comes the first two
discs in a series entitled " L'Art
de la Musique Mecanique " which
is being supervised by our member
Olivier Roux. Published on the
Arion label, the first of these,
volume one in the series. is
L'Orgue de la Foire du Tr6ne
(ARN 364f0). This disc, inciden-
tally, was awarded the " Grand
Prix du Disque " by the Academie
Charles Cros.

The organ featured here is a 105-
key Gavioli built in 1895 as a
Style 100. Its 1,040 pipes are sub-
divided into 13 registers compris-
ing a massive 32-note melody 25-
note counter-melody, l2-note
accompaniment and a l2-note bass.
The pipes, M Roux's copious and
most informative sleeve notes tell
us, if laid end to end would extend
for 8,000 metres . . .! I think this
must be a misprint because no \ray
can you get 4.97 miles of pipework
into an organ case of that size,
even if it is seven metres long
and five metres high.

This disc gives us thirteen pieces
ranging from marches by Strauss
and Fucik to |ose Padilla's one-
step Valencia. Now although it
states that the music has been cut
by Paul Heynard, I suspect that
these are all old notations contem-
porary with the birth of the organ.
The music is extremely interesting
for its arrangement and notation.
A well-recorded, well -balanced
record this and the presentation, in
wallet-style sleeve, is very good.

Matching this in presentation is
the second Arion release, this one
being volume three in the series.
Somewhere there yet lurks volume
two ? Collection Claude Marchal
(ARN 3@75, introduces iterns
from another of our members, this
time the founder and president of
the AAIMM in Paris.

The disc features a number of
instruments beginning with a most
delightful salon organ made
Etienne Laprevotte who was born
in Mirecourt somewhere around
the end of the l8th centurv and
who died in Paris in 1856. During
his life he became a famed manu-
facturer of both lutes (guitars) and
mechanical organs. The instrument
here is in the form of a secretaire
and has five stops including a 21"
quint, l"l" tierce and a 2ft
doublette. The mechanical noise of
this organ in many ways adds to its
charm: what better rhvthm could
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GET OUR BIG NEW I98O
60-page catalogue of Books, Service
Manuals, and records of ,Muslcal Boxes,
Pianolas, Orchestrions, Fairground
Organs, Fipe Organs, and lots of other

goodies !

Price f,l by surface mail, E2 by air mail
Value refunded with first purchase. We accept

Sterling Cheques.
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VESTAT PRESS
LTD.

(HARVEY N. ROEHL)

P.O. Box 97, VESTAL 92 NEW YORK f3850
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(Many of our publications are carried by British
Book Agents. We'll supply names on request)

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE WORKS ON THE
MUSICAL BOX EVER OFFERED TO COLLECTORS

From the author of Collecting Musical Boxes and How
to Repair Them, Plager Piano, Clockuork Music,
Mechanics of Mechanical Music and Barrel Organ,
comes not one but two books on the musical box.
Each is a separate and completely self-contained work,
yet no collector will want to be without either.

Almost 400 pages, 16l Dlates, 45 line drawings.
Chapters ola: Mechanical Musical Instruments; The
Musical Box - its Definition and Birth; Miniature
Musical Mooements; The CAlinder Musical Bor
Histora; CAlinder Musical-Box Classification and
Makes; The Disc Plaaing Musical Box Histora; Disc
Musical Box Clossification and Makes; The Musical
Box Nations-a Surtseg ol the IndustrA; Other Forms
of Mechanical Musical Instrument; Tips for Collectors;
Musical Box Makers, Patentees and Agents ldentifred.
Besides well over 500 names in the final chapter, there
is an Appendix listing all British patents relating to
musical boxes, and another Appendix illustrating over
90 different tune sheets and listing the makers who
used them. A copious bibliography and an extensive
cross-referenced index concludes tbis valuable work.

plates, 53 line drawings. Chapters
Iob; Ouerhauling the Cylinder

ng the Disc-plaging Musical Box;
Musical Motsements; Restoring

There is also a Glossary of Terms listing 155 parts of
a musical box. This is then translated into French and
German. An invaluable work for all who want to
restore and preserve musical boxes.

Both these books will be Dublished by c@r8e Allcn & Unwin ar
the end of the yar and will also be disrdbutcd in tle United Siaaes.
Watcb for funher details.

Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume

Sothebv
KingandChisemre

THE PULBOROUGH SALEROOM

o
Bi-monthly Specialist Sales of

MUSIC BOXES, POLYPHONS,
PHONOGRAPHS, C L O C K S, WATCHES,

SCIENTIFIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

o
Contact Sam Camerer Cuss if you wish to

buy or sell

o
Sotheby, King & Chasemore, Pulborough, Sussex

telephone : Pulborough 20gl
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continued from page 148

accompany Marie tremp' ton pain,
the second tune which we hear this
fine instrument play!

One of the outstanding items
dispersed when the famous Vaux
collection was broken up three or
so years ago was a magnificent
Davrainville organ for which there
were two auction bidders - vour
editor and M Marchal ! Naturally,
in the end it just had to go to its
rightful home and so it returned
to its country of origin-truly the
bargain of that over-priced sale.
Here it can be heard performing
four of the ten barrels which
accompanied it. The organ, dated
1841 (not 1851 as the sleeve notes
say) and numbered 707, plays four
melodies, ending with a fine ver-
sion of God Saue the King and
variations.

Other tracks include an auto-
matically-played Busson harmon-
ium, Celestina, Ariston, small
Gavioli street organ and a similar
but un-named instrument.

The second side is devoted to
musical boxes and singing birds
together with a nice perroquette

THIS time there are no specific
books to note. However, the oppor-
tunity can be taken to list some
recent publications in related fields.

First is the publication of l2
pieces of music originally com-
posed for musical clock and
arranged for the guitar by Alan
Lawrence. Called Clock Pieces,
this gives us six pieces each by
Handel and Haydn.

Handel is represented by pieces
from his two sets of clock pieces,
the first being Ten Tunes for
Clay's Musical Clock, although
there were, in fact, eleven, and the
second set begins with a Sonata
for a Musical Clock with which
Mr Lawrence starts his collection.
The clock of Charles Clay was, of
course, one of several musical
clocks which this enterprising
maker of clocks and watches made
at his Strand premises. As for the
music, some of the pieces were
arrangements of melodies from

remarkable to realise that these
pieces remained lost until the dis-
covery of them when the Avles-
ford collection of manuscripts was
broken up in 1918.

The Haydn pieces were all writ-

dated 1765 and signed |acquot.
This may well have been Charles
]acquot who subsequently went to
work in Nancy. facquot ruas an
old and prolific family of musical
instrument makers which can be
traced back to Claude jacquot who
was living in 1645.

There is also a pair of tunes on a
musical box apparently signed " R
Zebitschek ". No, it's not a new
maker, but a fine piece by Frantisek
Rzebitschek.

This is a most delightful record
indeed and it scores for me in the
wide and well-chosen cross-section
of instruments which it presents.
The musical selection reflects the
wisdom of Olivier Roux who has
spent many years studying the
music preserved on mechanical
instruments. He must have shared
my delight at hearing the four little
pieces of Haydn on a small Vien-
nese musical clock which form one
of the tracks on this record.
Highly recommended, especially to
those who cherish the muiical
content more than just the
instruments a
ten for the clocks made bv Father
Primitivus Niemecz, the iibrarian
to the household of Prince Ester-
hazy. The first piece here is an
Allegro which uses the tune from
the finale of a symphony which
exists in versions attributed to
both Haydn and Dittersdorf.
Haydn's claim does, however, hold
water since the music appears on
the Niemecz clock of tZ9Z. The
repertoire of another of the three
clocks Niemecz made also serves
to sort out another musical un-
certainty. The fifth piece in this
collection, March, was thought to
be the work of Beethoven, yet the
presence of this on the 1793 clock
positively identifies it as by Haydn.

Mr Lawrence's work here is to
be highly commended: he brings
his interest in mechanical music
and his talents as a practical and
theoretical guitarist together to

RECENTLY, some Kalliope discs
turned up in a London saleroom.
The interesting feature of these
was the fact that each bore a

" F Pigot,
ny " des-

Dippoldiswalde is a small town
in Saxony which, around the time
the Kalliope was in production,
had a population of about 3,500 and
was, as many similar small towns
in the alea, a light engineering
centre. This name does not appeai

produce most satisfying arrange-
ments of these pieces for the
classical guitar.

The musical score, illustrated
with pictures of facob Lovelace's
clock at the Great Exhibition. the
Clay clock which turned up in a
London saleroom in 1973, and the
Niemecz musical clock of 1792
plus facsimilies of several of the
original manuscripts, is finely pre-
sented on quality paper between
glazed covers with a picture of the
Clay clock on the front. The price
is €1'95. The sole agents, Brietkopf
& Hiirtel (London) Ltd, can be con-
tacted at 20 Earlham Street,
London WC2H 9LN.

Phonograph bufts (see the letter
in next issue) will be delighted with
a publication produced by the
German magazine Funkschau and
available from the Gesellschaft der
Freunde mechanischer Musik-
instrumente. Entitled Von der
Tonwalze zur Bildplatte, this is a
reprint of no fewer than 39 serial
articles by Professor Walter Bruch.
In paper covers, this ll2-page pub-
lication includes a fascinating
array of well-produced illustra-
tions plus an extensive historical
text in German. Among t h e
patents illustrated are those for
such interesting devices as the
Hymnophon, the Stroh violin-and
eren the picture of Nipper the
dog !

Finally, congratulations to our
member Q David Bowers, better
known for his Encgclopedia of
Automatic Musical Instruments.
who has just produced another
book on his second subject, coins.
Called Adventures with Rare

- truly another world, although
one wonders how manv rare coins
were pushed through ioin slots in
return for music!

in any directories around the
period, so it is unlikely that this is
purely an agent or factor's name.
Might it indicate that at some time
Kalliope discs were indeed made
by a business called Pigot? Can
any of our German members shed
any light on this mystery?

Also who or what was Carlv's
Musikwerke, a name whi6h
appeared on some other discs?
This one sounds much more like

o
Kalliope disc-name riddle
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Gavioli Piano Quartet - help wanted
Judith Howard writes from London:
CAN any readers please help with
information about a rare automatic
musical instrument-a Gavioli " Piano
Quartet "? Very few, if any, of these
instruments are known to have surv-
ived, but one such is in the possesion
of Mr Herb Brabandt in America, and
the following is an excerpt from his
letter to me:

" I have a rather urgent need to
locate the scale for my Gavioli Piano
Quartet, model No 693. This is pictured
in one of the Gavioli catalogues on page
6, but there is very little information
available. Most people with whom I've
corresponded are surprised that any of
these survived. Mine is totally un-
restored and unfortunately the lead tub-
ing has fallen out of the holes of the
keyfrarne (and in other places). Instru-
mentation consists of a 54-note piano
(D - G). There are two violin ranks
of 25 pipes each and a rank of 25 open
flutes. Additionally, there are 15 cello
pipes (7 on the left, 5 on the right and
two across the top--the longest being
42in or l06.7cm long). There is an
eight-way register relay box. The
organ/piano has an 8O-note keyframe

and have been extremely lucky as it is
in original condition. I cannot imagine
that there are an enormous amount of
these instruments in Sweden, so I
wonder what the chances were of tele-
phoning somebody out of the blue who
actually had one and was prepared to
part with it?

\ilho or what is AK ?
Stan Whitehurst writes from Oklahoma
City:
I RECENTLY acquired an eight-tune
box with bells and dancing dolls and
the only mark is on the comb:

AK
26717

H a v e you any idea as to the
manufacturer?

Editor's comment z This mark is similar
and obuiouslg related to that shoun as
Number 4 on page 240 of the preuious
uolume. You do not state whether the

The price of eggs . . .
Dr fackson Fritz writes from Centre-
ville, Maryland :

THE other evening while sorting out
issues of The Music Bor I was unable
to come up with any issues published
in 1977. I have searched and they are
not here. Except for these, I have
never missed an issue from day one.
I wish very much to replace them if
at all possible.

You have done a magnificent job as
editor and have given the membership
the best (or one of the best) collectors'
journals available in the world today-
all types of antiques considered, of
course.

Best wishes and my personal appre-
ciation and thanks for your superb job
on The Music Box as editor.

Editor's comment z Dr Jackson Fritz,
stationed manA Aears in England, wiII
be tarmlg remembered bg older mem-
bers of the Societg. A regular oisitor
to our earlA meetings in London, Jack-
son also contributed. some fine articles
to the iournal in the earlg dags. Noto
that he is retired from the US Air
Force it is to be hoped that he will
oncc more pick u2 his contributor's
pen, . . . The missing journals are
being dealt with bU the Secretary.

Pianoharpa fluke
Pau.l Zift. writes from Leeds :
I BELIEVE that all collectors at some
time or another have strokes of luck.
and I thought you may be interested
to hear of one that I had recently.

After reading the very excellent
article on the Andersson Pianoharpa by
Bill Lindwall in The Music Bor, Volume
8, Number 8, I
pened to have
I would ask he
in Sweden and
for one of these instruments. Her
brother duly contacted the advertising
manager of the local newspaper, who
informed him that he should not waste
his money advertising, as he would
gladly sell the one that he had at home,

I have today received the instrument

and I believe it to be original. The
book width would appear to be 327mm,
This is unusually wide for 80 keys,
but there is quite a bit of margin on
either side of the keys. I have abso-
lutely no music for it at all and really
need the scale to do the rebuild com-
pletely originally. I am pretty sure
the first 29 keys of the scale are the
29 lowest notes on the piano. I am
fairlg sure the next 25 keys are 1be
rest of the piano and the three ranks
of 25 pipes. This would take me to
key No 54. The 15 cello pipes are
seemingly tubed separately, and from
here on it's anybody's guess. I did
find a pencilled date of 1914 on the
back of the piano soundboard post
which is stamped No 23439. The main
pipe chest is stenciled with several
numbers: 9193 and 2049. This instru-
ment was originally named " The New
York " and played in that city in its
early days, I am told."

Editor's comment z If angone can help
with details, please usrite and ue will
(a) pass the information on to the
enquirer and (b) publish it for the
record.

mark is stamped into the comb or is
etched. I haue a feeling that all these
marks are etched which means that
theg uere applied bA the agent or
distributor rather than bg the manu-
facturer who oould, in the majoritg ol
instances, stamp the metal prior to
hardening. As to the identita of the
mark, I am still none the uiser. Cdn
anybodg else comment ?

Who are you ?
WILL all correspondents please note
thart their names and addresses mzst
appear on all material sent to the
society. Thls point particularly con-
cerns certain overseas correspondents,
particularly those in parts of America,
who only put their addresses on thelr
envelopes. In the course of mail sort-
ing, envelopes are invariably driscarded
and unidentified letters and enclosures
cannot be processed. Please help your
society ofrcers by following t h i s
request.

Adjusting the Duo-Art reproducing piano
P Camps writes from Hartley, Ply-
mouth, Devon:

I HAVE just finished restoring a 6ft
Weber Duo-Art " electric only " grand.
Inspection dates would indicate that
its manufacture was 1928, serial num-
bers in the 80000s.

I was therefore interested in the
article published in The Music Box,
Vol 9 No 2, by D H Snelling entitled
" Restoring The Weber Model 12 Duo-
Art Grand Piano ".

It is written in the third paragraph
that " the accompaniment expression
box is able to control the vacuum
supply to the stack in a continuously
variable fashion from zero vacuum to,
say, 25lbs per square inch."

Having restored a great variety of
pneumatic instruments over the last
twelve years, I can say with some
certainty that this statement is
incorrect. lf zero vacuum is applied

to the stack, then surely a state of
equilibrium exists, i.e., l5psi (normal
atmospheric pressure at sea level) and
at this level of vacuum no notes would
be struck at all and. in fact. the first
two or three intensity settings on both
accompaniment and theme would
result in similar silence.

If, however, we talk in terms of
inches water-guage, it would be found
that the lowest intensity that music will
nlay is 5* - 84in wg depending on the
instrument, with a top intensity of
aporoxidlately 28 - 32itr wg. The master
spill-valve is set to spill a few inches
higher so as to have sufficient reserve
to cope with roll drive and other
services without losing the maximum
intensities.

Secondly in the sixth paragraph under
the sub-heading " Expression Box ",
the spill valve on the side of t h e
expression box does n o t allow a

diminishing bleed to atmosphere from
0 to 15. If Mr Snelling's player is set
up in this way then its reproduction
will almost certainly be incorrect.

Firstly let us note that the spill is
motivated by both the accompaniment
and theme sides of the box. that is to
say that whichever side is on the
highest setting moves the spill Cre
furthest. Its function is to reduce the
strain on certain parts of the mech-
anism without losing the lower inten-
sity levels. However, it should be so
set up that at power 8 it should no
longer be spilling to atmosphere, thus
the settings and adiustments have to be
accurate in order to obtain smooth
graduation from soft to loud,

I would also like to suggest that
when adjusting the accordions on the
" bench " it is advisable to attach
similar strength springs to hold the
accordion unit open as it would be
when in sitz.
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nflustcAt ct0cKs
AND WATCHES
A new book by

GRAHAM WEBB
The story of mechanical music
and its alliance with time

ENGTISH TANGUAGE

EDITION

AVAItABtE

LATE NOVEMBER
(German edition February, 1980)

Approx. 375pp

Inc. l6pp colour plates
and 340 half-tones * figures
Size:8fiin.xllin.
(22cm. x 28cm.)

,*
*

The history of each instrumeit from
its beginnings

Its place in the history of clocks
and/or watches

Areas where instruments and tlme-
pieces were made

European and Eastern markets

208pp of lllustrations with long
descriptive captions

Flrst ever lists of makers

Lantern of a Dutch automaton carillon long-case clock
by Gaspar Schultz, c.1770 (Nattonal Museum, Utrecht)

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
From: GRAHAM WEBB,

ll Ship Street Gardens,
Brighton, Sussex BNf fAJ
(autographed on request).

Projected price f24.50
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Drysdale-did he work for the ISMBC ?
George P Battley wrltes from Washlng-
ton, DC:
IT HAS been a pleasure to read in
The Music Box on page 66 your article
regarding the Drysdale Automatic
Symphonion disc musical box.

Years ago, I purchased this with 306
discs, the rack and a drawer full of
parts from an antique dealer in Phila-

This box was
German family
elphia. The last

of this family was a lady 90 years of
age who lived on a very large estate and
when she died this unit was stored in
tbeir carriage house. It was from there
that the dealer bought it.

A close friend of mine then sold it
to me and I made a trip to Pick it uP.
Such a heavy unit
time of purchase,
antique shop a
musical box, one o
senes.

I sold the Drysdale musical box to
a friend some time ago as it was not
working : I sold him the discs and gave
him the rest ---- box. rack and drawer-
ful of parts. He later resold it to Mr

there,

Edltor's comment z This is a most
interestine deoelopment in the historg
of this inique machine, I wonder if

Classified
Advertisements
Cash with ordd a3 followlnS Btcr.
Membcn : 3p Dcr word (Dold 1tsDG 59 DGr word).

MiDimun ost ech advcrtiscment fl.
Non-meobcn : 6D Dcr word (bold fDG lop rEt

word).
Mlnimum cost ech advcrdscmmt 92.

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE TO: Adverdslns
Manager.

Artbur H@D, 7 Mctotia Crcaccnt, QuecnsPark.
Ch6acr, CH4 7Ax. Ensland.
To save tine and exlrfisc classified advcrtiscmmt
ordcn arc not acknowlcdged uls there is a
qucry.

FOR SALE
WORLD'S largest stock of music boxes,
coin operated pian os, reproducing
pianos. Large illustrated catalogue €2'50
per copy or El2 subscription for next
six issues. Money back guarantee. Many
MBSGB merrbers have ordered from
us. American International Galleries,
1802-M Kettering St., Irvine, CA 92714,
USA.

ROLMONICA and three rolls, excellent
condition, $150'00 (US). QRS PLAY-
A-SAX with three rolls. excellent
condition $175.00 (U S). WOLVERINE
Z'LOTONE mechanical tin toy with
three music discs, fine condition $300'00
ru S). All items postpaid air freight.
These and other musical toys always in
stock. Martin Roenigk, 26 Barton Hill,
East Hampton, Connecticut, 06424,
USA.
NEW BARRELS for Organs can now
be provided, and damaged barrels re-
pinned. The music can be your choice
provided it is suitable and appropriate.
Please write giving tle compass of the
instrument. size of barrels and relevant
details. Ian Alderman, 29 Orchard
Street, Blandford Forum, Dorsetshire.

Mr Battleg can ttace the name of the
German familg: this would be a big
clue, I think, Also the gear of his
purchase uould be ol oalue. Perhaps
the antique dealer who originally
acquired it might recall the transaction.

It neoer ceases to amaze me that,
although the Imperial Symphonion
Music Box Compang was in business at
Bradleg Beach, Asburg Park, ,rs
recentlA as the first decade of this
centurA, absolutelg noth;ng concrete is
knoun about the compang.

It there is one area where research
and intsestigation in the United States
would be most reuording it would be
to examine comp(mg records to seek
out the date of foundation and the
names of the founder-directors, Local
neuspapers ought to haue something on
file and perhaps a uord in the ear of
the local paper editor might conjour uo
sufficient interest to uatant a neu)s
item requesting contact with angbodg
who mag still haue information.

I do hope that historians of mech-
anical music and its instruments in the
United States will take up this sug-
gestion: eoerA gear it is postponed,
the slimmer the chances of getting
information. And, alter the successful
piecing together of the Imperial Sgm-
phonion story, hou about irusestigating
the actitsities of M I Paillard, Emile
Cuendet, the Jacot business-and
not forgetting Henrg Gautschi in
Philadelphia. The pages of The
Music Box await the fruits of gour
intsestigations.... O

Geoff Worrall can supply you with nost
materials for PNEUMATIC MECH-

cork gasket sheeting. Zephyt skin for
bird boxes. ORCHESTRELLE cloths
and reeds etc. Send l5p for samples
and list to: - M.I.M. Supplies, 15
Barber Road, SHEFFIELD, S10 lED.

WANTED
LE COULTRE INFOR.MATION
WANTED. Cylinder 72in. 79 teeth.

any mem-
aring this
im Colley,
d, Congres-
std (0934)

ROLLS FOR RED WELTE PIANO and
WEBER UNIKA ROLLS. If you could
help me (even if you might have iust
one single roll for sale) please let me
know. Thank you. Dieter Wiesmann,
Froburgstr 51, CH-8006 ZURICH,
Switzerland.

continued from page 113

music scene. Wherever you live-
downtown apartment or halfway
up a mountain with neighbours in
the next State-you can rely on
The Music Box to bring you latest
news, opinions, practical, construc-
tive and historical articles on mech-
anical instruments and, above all,
the one thing which has made ?he
Music Bor famous throughout the
world-top-quality photographs of
pieces rare and not-so-rare from
all over the place.

Tempora, mutantur, nos et
mutamur in illis!

ARTHURWIGORD-HUME

WANTED BY A GERMAN COLLEC-
TOR, Duo-Art Steinway Grand with a
large collection of rolls. Details and
price please to :- Dr Werner Konig,
Prinz Luitpoldstr, 12. D-672 Speyei,
Germany.

lAcK TEMPEST COLLECTS rNTER-
ESTING OLD TOYS SUCH AS
TINPLATE AUTOMOBILES. CLOCK-
WORK FIGURES. MODEL RAIL.
WAYS (in "O" gauge and bigger) TIIE
PRODUCTS OF "LEHMANN and
SCHUCO'" TINPLATE BOAT S.
STEAM ENGiNES, MODEL FAIR:
GROUND ITEMS. POST-WAR TOYS
FROM OCCUPIED GERMANY and
JAPAN. JAPANESE BATTERY TOYS;
CURIOUS SPACESHIPS & ROBOTS.
1950's DINKY TOYS. etc. TELE-
PHONE 06r-224-8960.

l6in ADLER/FORTUNA. Could some-
one lend me some discs for copying
please ? I have six which I could lend
in return. (Would also buy discs). L
C Thompson, 8 St Catherine's Grove,
Lincoln. Tel 27322.

WANTED SOME l7+il STELLA
DISCS. AIso old cylinder or clock
winding key with 7mm square. I have
an empty case with magnificent lid,
case is almost duplicate of my NF
37418. Cyl diam 8cm, Iength 33cm.
Ratchet-wind, side control, 52 x 22 x
l7cm. Will SELL or buy suitable works.
B HAFLIGER. I Willowdale Avenue.
Heald Green, Cheshire. Tel 05I-436-
1962.
ORGANETTES OF ANY DESCRIP-
TION, Working or not wanted for
cash. AIso wish to purchase Automata,
Barrel organs, Orchestrions, reproduc-
ing pianos, disc musical boxes and any
items mechanical music any condition.
Complete collections purchased. I sell
reproducing pianos, choice items often
available. Please ring me 020-15-5720
reverse charges accepted. My name is
Bob Price, 3 Bridle Crescent, Bourne-
mouth.

CALENDAR L979
September l3th, l4th, l5th, l6th
Musical Box Society International.

Annual meeting, Olympic Hotel,
Seattle, Washington, USA.

October l3th
Musical Box Society of Great Britain.

Winter meeting, Kensington Close
Hotel. London.

0ctober 27th, 28th
Association des mis de la Musique.

Mecanique. Winter meeting, .Paris
(details to be announced by Presi-
dent Claude Marchal).

December lst, 2nd
Musical Box Society of Great Britain.

Region meeting. Bristol (details to
be circulated shontly).

Convention ond Evenl OryMisqs ara invitcd to
tend in doles lor rcgulu Dubncation to oid

memb.B throuthou, the world tn Dlaning lhctr
particigotion,
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THE PLAYER PIANO PEOPLE
fo,r playens and everphing to do with playerq new and old

NEW UNIVERSAL AMPICO REPRODUCTNG PIANO -NEW UNIVERSAL PLAYER PIANOS
NEW AEOLIAN PLAYER. PIANOS PEDAL AND ELECTRIC

NEW KIMBALL PLAYER PIANOS ELECTRIC

NEW PLAYER ORGANS NICKELODEONS

PIANOCORDERS

Klavier, Mastertouch,lazzmaster, Evergreen and QRS music rolls available from stock
Klavier, Duo - Art and Ampico new rolls

Secondhand players and pusic rolls. 88 and 65 note usually in stock
Repair materials and books. 18 sizes tubing, 4 types of leather, 4 types of cloth in stock

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

Carnbridge fiffianola Cornpany
r'nar tdephoneCD2l-litlfuOlffit4K- O22Ojt96
(Call by aDDolntmcnt)

1 LyMevode Road. Carnbridqe Cbl 2 HL.

Lesley Evans
PLAYER PIANO SPECIALIST

High Quality Grand and Upright Player Pianos
Restored throughout to the Highest Possible
Standards usually available from stock.

A Large Stock of Original Rolls
(88 and 65 note)

Plus the entire range of
NEW IAZZMASTER AND RAGMASTER

ROLLS
Always available at Competitive Prices

VISIT US AT LISS
(phone Liss 3382 for appointment)

or send S.A.E. for details to:-

P.0. Box 12 . ALBESF0RD . HAIUTS.

SPECIALIST DISC BOX REPNRS

J. D. WEIB F.B.H.I.
370 Victoria Avenue, Southend - on - Sea, Essex.

Telephone: Southend 614584.

All aspects of work on cylinder boxes undertaken.

Services oftered include :-
* Cylinder re-pinning-no limitation to size.
* Eccenfic ol worn cylinders re-ground

true to cylinder pivots.
* All manner of comb work.
* Cutting back. Re-tuning.
* Re-leading and Tuning.
* Re-facing star wheels.
* Setdng up and adiusting gantries.
* Motor repairs.

In fact anything necessary to completely overhaul your
musical box.

Work can be collected and delivered anywhere.
Distance genuinely no object.

rd
Bq*ltm
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LIST OF MEMBERS
1509 H H Cook, 6 Seville Street, Camberwell, Victoria,

Australia 3124
l5l0 Arthur S Lewis, Link End House, Corse Lawn,

Gloucester GLI 94LZ
fSll Maxwell J Rieper, 2 Patya Close, Epping NSW,

Australia 2l2l
l5l2 The Abbey flouse Museum, Kirstall, Leeds 5, West

Yorkshire
l5r3 Aage Birk Henriksen, Mosevej 2, Sct Jorgensbjerg,

4000, Roskilde, Denmark
f 514 Charles L Myers, 4528 Spruce, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 19139, USA
1515 F Cecil Grace, Box 459, Gracie Station, New York,

New York 10028. USA
1516 Alan I Bies, 1450 Sue Barnett Drive, Houston, Texas

77018, usA
l5l7 Mr & Mrs D Lund, I5l0 Catalina Avenue, Seal Beach,

California 90740, USA
f5l8 | Bruce Blake, Suite 201, Law Center,505 West

Ninth Street, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57104,
USA

Mr & Mrs Peter J Brandon, 9582 Indian Hills Drive,
Des Moines, Iowa 50322, USA

Mr & Mrs Wilfred F Markey, Box 541, RDl, Dallas-
town, Pennsylvania 17313, USA

Mr & Mrs Robert H Conner, 124 Franklin Street,
Reading, Massachusetts 01867, USA

R Reid Welch, 8060 West 20th Avenue 3C, Hialeah,
Florida 330f6, USA

Dr Sally L Craig, 1609 Santa Barbara Drive, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania 17601, USA

Carl Frei, 7808 Waldkirch, Kandelstrasse 40a, West
Germany

facques Baillet, ll Boulevard Cl6menceau, 57000
Metz, France

Mr & Mrs F Van Tornhaut, Leo Baekeland, 79,
Antwerp, Belgium 2030

Henry A Waelti, Rainweg 21, CH 3068 Utzigen,
Switzerland

Robert F Lanning, 308 Sharp Street, Millville, New
Jersey 08332, USA

Dale Gunnar, 726 Pennington, Corpus Christi, Texas
78412. USA

A M Gibson, l30l Caudle Drive, Houston, Texas
77055, USA

William Ulmer, 14 West Street, Shelby, Ohio 44875,
USA

Dr W E Baldwin. Box 173, Due West. South Carolina
29638, USA

Mr & Mrs Garrett S Young, 40 Pinetree Way, Belmar,
New fersey 07719, VSA

Mr & Mrs Charles A Pate, 2258 East 48th Street,
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105, USA

William J Goodof, 3ll Hawthorn Center, Vernon
Hills, Illinois 60061, USA

Bernadine Schaber, c/o The Lady Adams Co, Il9 -
G - Street, Old Sacramento, California 95822, USA

Bill Kap, 14130 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
44il2, USA

Mr & Mrs George K fensen, 1197 Richardson Avenue,
Los Altos, California 94022, USA

Edward N Everett, 4 Windsor Street. Haverhill,

James Bond, 703 Cardift Road, Wilmington, Delaware
19803, USA

Mr & Mrs Alan G Seidner, 1204 Story Place,
Alhambra. California 91801. USA

Mr & Mrs A D Violette, Route 6 Box 794. Marshall.
Texas 75670. USA

t Jilo,;;iu' 
zanastraat t4' 2128 st lob' Antwerp' 

CHANGE oF ADDRESS
Hch Brechbiihl, Hombergstrasse 56, CH-3612 Steffis-

burg, Switzerland t7 J A Holland, 280 Shields Road, Stockbridge, Georgia
Roberi Tryon, Wilhelminastraat 12, Brunssum, Nether- - 30281, USA

lands 436 Gerald C Holt, 3123 Shattuck Arms Route 5, Saginaw,

1552 Mr & Mrs Howard L Wakeland, 22It Combes,
Urbana, Illinois 6I80f, USA

1553 Fred Rosche, 331 6th Avenue North, Tierra Verde,
Florida 33715. USA

155+ Robert M Bechtold, 170 South Avenue, Webster, New
York 14580, USA

f555 Mr & Mrs D J Wardle, 188 Alfred Avenue, Willow-
dale, Ontario M2N 3I4, Canada

I556 Peter Curtis, 1666L Highway 238, Grants Pass,
Oregon 97526, USA

1557 Thomas P Weishaar. 4 N 733 Circle Drive, St Charles,
Illinois 60174, USA

1558 William M Chapman, 317 Erie Avenue, Seattle,
Washington 98122, USA

f 559 Mr & Mrs S A Eisenstein, l0l5 Prospect Boulevard,
Pasadena, California 91103, USA

f560 Guenther Wassel, Route ll, LaPorte, Indiana 46350,
USA

156l Elmer M Thrall, 673 Spring Street, RD 3, Manchester,
Connecticut 06040, USA

1562 Robert N Bartlett, 1522 Escondido Way, Belmont,
California 94002. USA

156] fames T Gleeson, 2071 Carthage Road, Tucker,
Georgia 30084, USA

1564 Mr & Mrs Jerry A Wingard, Route 2, Box 398, Gray,
Louisiana 70359. USA

1565 Robert S Deland, ll3 W Poplar Street, Mascoutah,
Illinois 62258. USA

1566 C J Reid, 6 The Monks Croft, Cheylesmore, Coventry,
CV3 6GX, Warwickshire

L567 Grant G Leonard, 5230 Condons Street, SE, Prior
Lake, Minnesota 55372, USA

1568 Mr & Mrs Robert H Bowerman, 222 Miantonomi
Avenue, Middletown, Rhode Island 02840, USA

1569 Peter Hagmann, Musikwissenschaftliches Institut der
Universitat, Petersgraben 27, CH-4051 Basel,
Switzerland

1570 Mrs Irene Furneaux, The Colonnade, Dalmuinzie
Road, Bieldside, Aberdeen, ABI 9EB, Scotland.

Michigan 48603, USA
747 Claude P Marchal, 2 Rue Georges-Leygues, F 75016,

Paris, France
846 Graham H T Armitage, 39 Warrangi Street, Turra-

rrrturra, 2074, Sydney, NSW, Australia
86f A D Wilson, Old Southcote Lodge, Burghfield Road,

Reading, Berkshire
892 K Schroeder, funovej 78, 8270 Hojbierg, Denmark
944 Hanspeter Kyburz, Kollikerstrasse 12, 5036, Oberent-

felden, Switzerland
1054 G A Bartlet, St Bernard's Farm, Dean Lane, Harvel,

Nr Meopham, Kent
ll02 Capt Michael D fones, 1409 Magle Grove Drive, Fair-

born, Ohio 45324, USA
1166 Robert Hanulec, ll Pine Gate, East Patchogue, New

York 11772. USA
ll74 Tim Eaton, The Wharf, Waterside, Ely, Cambridge-

shire. CB7 4AU
1240 Mr & Mrs D B Dav, l0l7 Dolores Street, San

Francisco. California 94110. USA
1259 A G Wallis, Time Restored Ltd, 20 High Street,

Pewsey, Wiltshire
l27L Andrew T Black, 6 Millbank Place, Aberdeen,

Scotland
1287 Harold W Horsfall, 18 Union Street, Adelaide 5000,

324 Dr Sidney Malitz, l8l Waverly Road, Scarsdale, New
York 10583, USA

328 Leslie Brown, 95 High Street, Stockton-on-Tees,
Cleveland

]54 S Leonard, 121 McKinley Avenue, Albertson, New
York 11507. USA
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Montana 01830, USA South Australia
Rolf Zimmermann, Isolanistrasse 18, 5000 K<iln 80, !3^2_I_ Sha_ne Seagrave, Buckingham Palace, Loadon, SWI

West Germany lf77 A H Scotton, 4 Grove Walk, Norwich, NRf 2QF,
Andy Pohl, 709 Tyson Drive, Las Vegas, Nevad" Norfolk

89109. USA
Ruth Robinson, 8 Sandringham Road, Hartlepool, CORRECTION TO ADDRESSCleveland. T526 8PN

Robert V Edwards, 1554 Venera Avenue, Coral
_ Gables, Florida 33146, usA REJOINED MEMBERSTetsuo Yonehara, | -27 -8 - 1305, Hongo, Bunkyoku,
_ Tokyo, Lapan- 88 Anthony Hill, 50c Diceland Road, Banstead, SurreyErvin D Canada, 120 w^.!tg.t_!gtl Boulevard, San 106 Sven F6rssell, niaaa.eaian tt-:ti,-lI4t7-sto.titii-,

Bernardino, California 92405, USA Sweden

Pilntcd for Tbc Muicat Box Society of GHr Bntain bv Thanet printing Works, Ramsgate, Kma
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7ktfi
AND MUSICAL BOXES
Th$r[f ils

CLOCKS
93 Hornsey Road, London N7 6DJ Phones:01-607 6181-01 607 2672

Britain's leading
restorers of
fine clocks and
musical boxes
We have an exceptionally good
selection of antique cylinder
music boxes for sale, the ideal
present, the perfect investment.

We also have a large selection
of books on clocks, musical
boxes and antique machines.

Musical clock movement by John Ellicott,
restored by Keith Harding's unique team of
craftsmen.

Orchestral
musical box

movement hy
Paillard with

musical combs, a
fifteen key organ,

an eight stick
drum and six

engineturned bells
with enamelled
insect strikerc.

IF YOUR TREASURES ARE WORTH RESTORING
BRING THEM TO US



Sotheby's Belgravia
hold regular sales of

MechaniculMusic
including cylinder and disc musical boxes, barrel and
paper roll organs, phonographs, gramophones,
iuke boxes and automata.

For catalogues and information about Future Sales
telephone or write to HILARY KAY.

Sotheby's Belgravia,
r9 Motcomb Street, London SWIX 8LB
Telepbone: (ot) 45 43rr Telqranu: Gavel, London
Telex: z4454SPBLON-G

A V.ichy'Pierrot Setenading the Moon'
musical automaton, last quarter of

r9th centufy

A z4{ inch Lochmann-
Original disc musical box,

c.r905

A Paillatd Vaucher & Co.,
'Sublime Hatmonie Plerodidnioue'
interchangeable cylinder musiial

box No. 973, on stand, r.r89o

A rJ7utlizer rory juke box, 1946

A tinfoil phonograph, r.r88o

7 - A Frangois Nicole kcy-
wound cylinder rnuiical box r.r 8 j y


